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Abstract 

 This thesis is an analysis of the concept of amayaba (“respect”) as it is understood 

by Dobu Islanders of the Massim Region of Papua New Guinea. I argue that the meaning 

of amayaba is integrally tied to the concepts alamai’ita (“self-control”), paisewa 

(“work”), and oboboma (“generosity”), as well as to Dobuan understandings of relational 

personhood. The main source of ethnographic data for this thesis is Susanne Kuehling’s 

Dobuan research. Unlike Kuehling I position amayaba at the center of my analysis. 

While amayaba is a subsidiary element of her explorations of Dobuan social life, my 

thesis takes amayaba as its focal point to examine Dobu. 

 I take inspiration from Ellis Finkelstein’s observation that respect has received 

little empirical focus in anthropology by aiming to show the ways in which respect could 

be approached in a way that elicits a Dobuan understanding of it. Drawing on multiple 

bodies of literature, including the burgeoning anthropology of ethics, as well as Marilyn 

Strathern’s and Roy Wagner’s publications on Melanesian sociality, this thesis examines 

amayaba as both an ethical concept and a component in a Melanesian symbolic system. I 

employ Wagner’s relationship between the conventions of a language and inventive 

usage of it as a general framework to organize this thesis; however, I expand upon his 

theory by bringing in insights from the anthropology of ethics, and other studies of 

Melanesian peoples, such as those published by Strathern and James Weiner.    

 In Chapter 3 I analyze the conventional relationship between amayaba and three 

other terms—alamai’ita (self-control), paisewa (work), and oboboma (generosity)—

while also considering these as “virtues”. The following chapter then examines a folk 
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story called the “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” as a creative application of amayaba. 

There I will show that this story elicits Dobuan understandings of relational personhood, 

connecting this notion to what it entails to live a good “ethical” life on Dobu. While these 

two chapters make different statements about amayaba, I will conclude by arguing that 

these perspectives on amayaba are not antagonistic, but rather complementary, with each 

contributing a dimension to our overall understanding of this concept.    
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Summary of Thesis 

The four principles of kula are the most important aspect of kula which students today 

must learn. The first of these is respect. Every student must get this in their mind if they 

are to become kula players in the future: they must be respectful people. (Trevor Timoti, 

from Dobu Island, personal communication March 2016) 

 This thesis examines the complexity of this seemingly mundane statement made 

by Pastor Trevor Timoti from Dobu Island through examining what he might mean by 

“respect”. It does so by broadly exploring understandings of the social meaning of the 

Dobuan concept amayaba, or “respect” (Lithgow and Lithgow 2006: 5; Kuehling 2005: 

59). Timoti’s statement also signals a recurring theme in Dobuan social life: the 

relationship between “respect” and the kula exchange. In this thesis I juxtapose two 

different methods for describing amayaba, arguing that these offer complementary 

perspectives on it. The first method will follow the standard ethnographic strategy where 

everyday discourse is treated as requiring an “interpretive account” (Rosaldo 1980: 23). 

While the second method will analyze the Dobuan “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa”, a 

local folk story, as providing an understanding of the meaning of amayaba. I will 

demonstrate how these two methods of ethnographic investigation offer complementary 

perspectives of the social meaning of amayaba, and what being a respectful person 

entails for Dobuans.    

 Respect, socially produced meaning, and Dobu are not new to anthropological 

discourse. In fact, all these have been explored in Susanne Kuehling’s (2005) 

ethnography Dobu: Ethics of Exchange on a Massim Island, Papua New Guinea, which 

examines Dobuan gift categories, including amayaba. Yet, the analysis I present here will 
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not be a mere replication of Kuehling’s work, because, as James Weiner (1988: 1) so 

aptly put:  

The best way I have found to define ethnographic interpretation is the classic 
analogy of three blind men attempting to describe an elephant by touch–one 
holding its trunk, one its tail, and the other, its tusk. Different ethnographers see 

things different ways, and the contrasting subjective viewpoints of each 
fieldworker determine the nature of the resulting portrait. We, as much as the 

people who are our subject matter, create the reality of social and cultural 
phenomena, for we too are acting “culturally” by doing anthropology. 

Thus, my discussion of “respect” will come from a different viewpoint than Kuehling’s 

(1998, 2005, 2012, 2014, 2017a, 2017b, 2018) analyses of Dobuan social life. This 

distinct perspective emerges most prominently in my more singular focus on amayaba 

and the privileged status I afford to myth.  

 Yet, it is important to reflect on the influence which Kuehling has had on this 

thesis, as my time as her student has shaped my perspective on Dobu. In fact, my interest 

in Dobu as a region of focus stems from being a student of Kuehling. After finishing my 

undergraduate degree in anthropology, I was interested in continuing my studies in the 

discipline as a graduate student. Yet, aside from a budding interest in Papua New Guinea 

I was uncertain what I was going to focus my studies on. Kuehling, who came to know 

me over the course of my undergraduate studies, encouraged me to travel to Papua New 

Guinea, believing that this would help in my search for a research focus. Thanks to 

impeccably fortunate timing, she further offered me the opportunity to join her on a 

research trip to Papua New Guinea she was soon to make.  
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 Thus, I accompanied Kuehling on her research trip, arriving on March 10, 2016 

and departing on April 6 of the same year1. It is important to note that at the time 

Kuehling was performing an unconventional return to the field. Rather than only visiting 

Dobu Island—where she conducted her Ph.D. research—she intended to visit all the 

locations in the kula network of exchange, a system of trade made famous in 

anthropology by the ground-breaking work of Bronislaw Malinowski (1922). Kuehling 

locates the impetus of this project in conversations she had with elders from Dobu where 

they expressed their concerns about issues that were emerging in the kula, and their 

desire to meet with the different communities of the network to discuss potential 

solutions to these problems. Thus, this trip to the field entailed myself traveling with 

Kuehling, Dr. Regina Knapp (a visual anthropologist who is a friend and collaborator of 

Kuehling), and a group of Dobuan community leaders around the kula network. During 

this time, I had the opportunity to observe many of the meetings, while also having plenty 

of downtime to speak with the kula masters. 

 I did not accompany the team for the entirety of this trip, as I joined them in the 

Trobriands and from there accompanied them on their return to Dobu via the Western 

side of the kula ring—thus missing out on much of the Northern and Eastern side of the 

network. Owing to the design of this expedition I spent a markedly brief amount of time 

on Dobu Island (only a bit longer than a day). However, because of the composition of 

Kuehling’s research team, the vast majority of my time was spent talking with Dobuans. 

                                                                 
1 Prior to joining Kuehling I spent a month living in Port Moresby thanks to the generosity of Trobriand 

born anthropologist Linus S. Digim’Rina and his family. I choose to spend some time in Port Moresby to 

allow myself the opportunity to meet people from many of the different regions of Papua New Guinea.  
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My analytical focus on “respect” emerged from these conversations, as many of the 

elders identified it as a concept significant to the kula2. When I later attempted to reflect 

on their descriptions of amayaba I realized that I only vaguely understood what they were 

referring to. So, I decided to further research the Dobuan concept of “respect” to better 

understand what they were telling me.  

 As I had a limited understanding of amayaba while accompanying the kula 

expedition the main sources of this thesis will be Kuehling’s (1998, 2005, 2017b) 

published material which touches upon the concept. Furthermore, I will draw from 

subsequent conversations I had with Kuehling back in Canada where we discussed 

amayaba. I will also incorporate some information from conversations I had with Dobuan 

elders while on the expedition when it serves to add a dimension to my discussion of 

“respect”, or when it will help to illustrate an important point. However, I consider my 

time in the region too short to constitute proper field research yielding sufficient 

ethnographic data. 

 Yet, while not being long enough in duration to constitute research, my time in 

Papua New Guinea has profoundly influenced the direction of this thesis. Not only did it 

precipitate my focus on “respect”, but also my theoretical interest in myth and 

storytelling. Much of my downtime on the trip was either spent listening to a story being 

                                                                 
2 Kuehling (personal communication, May 2018) suggested that the emphasis these elders place on 

“respect” may be a response to social changes which place less importance on hospitality and friendship in 

kula. An example of this being using modern motorboats to travel to distant islands to make exchanges, 

which consequently would involve skipping one’s traditional partners. However, an analysis of social 

changes in Dobu is well beyond the bounds of this thesis. For ethnographic analysis of this in the Massim 

see: Kuehling (2017a), MacCarthy (2016), and Schram (2010). 
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narrated or participating in discussions of stories3. In fact, during my first night in Papua 

New Guinea, the children of Trobriand born anthropologist Linus Digim’Rina told me a 

myth about a monstrous giant to explain the name of their eldest sister’s son. In my brief 

time in Papua New Guinea it became evident to me that stories had a significant role in 

the lives of the people I encountered. I noticed that much time and effort was spent 

debating plot details, and that certain persons were praised for their dramatic skill as 

narrators.  

 Despite this interest in myth I do not take it as sufficient in providing an adequate 

summary of how amayaba could be understood from an indigenous perspective. To 

achieve a more comprehensive demonstration of how amayaba could be understood I 

apply insights from various bodies of literature in anthropology, including the works of 

Roy Wagner (1972, 1978, 1981, 1986) and Marilyn Strathern (1988), as well as the 

burgeoning anthropology of ethics (see for instance Laidlaw 2014; Lambek 2010; Keane 

2016). In my application of these theories I do not treat them as discordant, rather striving 

to reconcile them into a coherent analytical approach. More will be said on the theoretical 

approach adopted in this thesis in Chapter 2.  

   Structurally this thesis will follow Wagner’s (1972, 1978, 1981, 1986) 

dialectical distinction between the conventions of a language and inventive usage of it. In 

Chapter 3 I examine amayaba as a conventional symbol (Wagner 1972, 1978, 1981, 

1986; Weiner 1986). This analysis will position amayaba as a part of a set of related 

                                                                 
3 Note that the “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” was not a story which I personally heard while in the 

Massim, in spite of how frequently the concept amayaba came up in discussion. Instead, my attention was 

drawn to the story while reading Kuehling’s  (1998: 329-336) Ph.D. thesis.  
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words (syntagmatic chain) while placing it in a variety of contexts, focusing on different 

social relationships on Dobu, such as matriliny or fatherhood. Conversely, Chapter 4 will 

use invention as its mode of analysis, achieving this through focusing on the Dobuan 

“Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa”. My examination of this story will evoke Dobuan 

understandings of personhood and relationality, viewing these as important frames 

through which any act of amayaba must be interpreted.  

 Yet, while Wagner’s theory serves to provide structure to my analysis, his is not 

the only theory that I will take influence from. Instead, insights from other studies of 

Melanesian symbolism and the anthropology of ethics will be applied in order to make 

this thesis better suited for describing amayaba. So, essentially this thesis makes use of 

various viewpoints in order to create a composite interpretation of a single ethnographic 

case. For this reason, it is much like Gregory Bateson’s (1958) classic study Naven, 

which examines the Iatmul naven ritual using different theoretical methods that were 

available during its time. So, similarly to how Bateson closes Naven by comparing the 

results of his chapters, the conclusion of this thesis will juxtapose Chapters 3 and 4. It 

will contend that while divergent interpretations of amayaba emerge in each chapter, they 

both contribute to an overall understanding of amayaba, rather than offering antagonistic 

readings.       

 Having described the layout and arguments of this thesis it is now pertinent that I 

describe its ethnographic setting—Dobu. This will only be a brief introduction, as space 

does not permit a more detailed description. Thus, the account that follows will primarily 

focus on aspects of Dobuan social life that are relevant to the rest of this thesis.   
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Fig. 1: Dobu Island, photo provided by Kuehling. 
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1.2 Dobu 

 Dobu first enters the anthropological lexicon in C.G. Seligman’s (1910) The 

Melanesians of British New Guinea, an ethnographic survey following the model of the 

A.C. Haddon (1935) led Cambridge Anthropological Expedition to the Torres Straits.  

Seligman (1910: viii; see also Young 1983c: 5) acknowledges that he did not visit the  

islands of the D’Entrecasteaux Group (which contains Dobu); however, he posits that 

their social organization is analogous to that of Tubetube—which he did visit on his 

survey—categorizing both as “Southern Massim” societies. Owing to his lack of direct 

experience of the D’Entrecasteaux Seligman’s (1910: 428) account includes very little 

direct reference to Dobu, except to mention that Tubetube was a “colony” of the hamlet 

Bebwaiya on Duau whose residents originated from Dobu Island.  

 The name “Dobu” also appears in Malinowski’s (1922) Argonauts of the Western 

Pacific. His account introduces a hint of complexity to our understanding of “Dobu” 

through recognizing its reference to both a specific place name (Dobu Island) and a social 

group which extends beyond that place (see map 1: district IV):    

The Northern end of Normanby, both sides of the Dawson Straits which separate 
the two islands of Normanby and Fergusson, and the South-eastern tip of 

Fergusson, are inhabited by a very important tribe, the Dobu. The heart of their 
district is the small extinct volcano forming an island at the Eastern entrance to 

Dawson Straits—Dobu, after which island they are named. (Malinowski 1922: 
39) 

However, Malinowski goes into little detail in his discussion of social life on Dobu, 

predominantly employing it as a contrast to the Trobriand Islanders who are the primary 

focus of his research.  
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Map 1: The kula district (from Malinowski 1922: 30) 
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Map 2: Dobu language area (Lithgow 1976: 443) 
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 Reo Fortune’s (1963) Sorcerers of Dobu is the first fieldwork-based ethnographic 

analysis concerned with the Dobuan people. In 1928 and 1929 he conducted five months 

of fieldwork on Tewara Island (a district of Dobu located north-east of Fergusson Island), 

one month with the people of Basima on Fergusson Island, and one month on Dobu 

Island itself (Fortune 1963: xi). However, Fortune’s (1963: xii) time in the former was 

spent taking photographs rather than performing ethnographic observation, as he was 

concerned with the influence exerted on the area by William Bromilow’s Wesleyan 

Mission. Reflecting on how Fortune conducted his fieldwork, Carl Thune (1980: 46n) 

states that: 

Fortune’s use of the term “Dobu” in the title of Sorcerers of Dobu was a generic 

term encompassing Sanaroa, Tewala, and Dobu Islands, and certain areas of East 
Fergusson Island where dialects of the Dobu language are spoken.  

This expanded definition of Dobu reappears in David Lithgow’s (1976: 458) linguistic 

analysis of the Massim, where he argues that the Dobu language is spoken on Dobu 

Island, Sanaroa, and Tewara, as well as certain areas of western Fergusson Island and the 

north-eastern tip of Normanby Island (see Map 2 for Lithgow’s Dobu language area).   

 Bromilow’s aforementioned mission was established on Dobu Island in July 1891 

at the encouragement of colonial administrator Sir William MacGregor and George 

Brown the Secretary-General of the Wesleyan Mission Society (Kuehling 2005: 8). Both 

men suggested Dobu for strategic reasons. MacGregor desired a location from which to 

exert colonial power on the island region (Kuehling 2005: 8). While Brown sought to 

exploit Dobu’s budding infamy for “savagery”, stemming from their notoriety as cannibal 

raiders, in order to raise more funds for the Wesleyan Mission Society (Kuehling 2005: 
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8) 4. Ultimately, Bromilow (1929) resided on Dobu for twenty years, later writing about 

his experiences. His efforts on Dobu are credited with the incorporation of Dobu into Pax 

Britannica, which refers to the cessation of warfare in regions of the world that had been 

absorbed into the rapidly expanding British Empire. In the case of Dobu this entailed an 

end to the previous pattern of inter-island raiding common in the Massim (Kuehling 

2014: 269). However, Kuehling (2014: 276) has suggested that Bromilow’s success is 

partially owed to Gaganumole, an influential Dobuan community leader at the time.  

 After Fortune’s classic study there was a long delay between ethnographers 

working on Dobu until Kuehling’s contemporary research. However, during that period 

there were many interpretations of Fortune’s data, such as Ruth Benedict’s (1934) 

controversial Patterns of Culture or Stephen Gudeman’s (1986) economic analysis of 

yam gardening. Furthermore, there has been ethnographic research conducted among 

neighbouring southern Massim societies such as Carl Thune (1980, 1983) in Loboda, 

Martha Macintyre (1983a, 1983b, 1988) on Tubetube, and Linus Digim’Rina (1995) in 

Basima.      

 These ethnographic studies point to the fact that neither Dobu Island, nor the 

“cultural area” of the same name, are the only places Dobuans inhabit and have social ties 

to, nor is it the only location where the Dobu language is spoken. For instance, in her 

Tubetube ethnography Macintyre (1983a: 19, 20, 231) remarks on a significant number 

of marriage links between Dobu and Tubetube, with many Dobuan men moving to live 

                                                                 
4 Dobu’s history of cannibal raids is not discussed at length here because it is not relevant to the 

contemporary understandings of “respect”. For analysis of the bygone practice of interisland raiding see 

Macintyre (1995) or Young (1977)     
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on Tubetube (1983a: 188; see also Bromilow 1929: 173). Dobuans also have trade links 

with many of the other islands of the Massim, such as the Trobriand Islanders, due to 

their participation in the kula network. Furthermore, the Dobu language is spoken by 

more than just “Dobuans” because of its role as a missionary lingua franca in the Massim. 

Digim’Rina (1995: 14) observed that an effect of Dobu’s role as a lingua franca is the 

gradual “Dobuanization” of Galeya, the language spoken in Basima. 

 Dobu’s relationships of trade, marriage, and language with its regional neighbours 

leads me to consider it as a component in what Epeli Hau’ofa (1993) called a “Sea of 

Islands”, which envisions the Pacific Ocean as connecting its different islands rather than 

being a border dividing them5. This notion counterbalances distinctions made by 

Seligman (1910: viii) between the northern and southern areas of the Massim and by 

Malinowski (1922: 39) between Dobu and the Trobriands; yet, it does not completely 

obviate these differentiations. Rather, I am merely evoking Hau’ofa’s (1993: 9) 

arguments that difference is not identical to segregation:  

Melanesia is supposedly the most fragmented world of all: tiny communities 

isolated by terrain and at least one thousand languages. The truth is that large 
regions of Melanesia were integrated by trading cultural exchange systems.  

Due to these strong relationships that exist between Dobu and its Massim neighbours, my 

thesis will frequently incorporate ethnographic data collected from the region as a 

comparison.   

 This idea of integration is expressed in the Dobuan story “Coming of Yams to 

Dobu” (Bebai ina mai Dobu), which Kuehling narrated to me in March 2017. In the story 

                                                                 
5 See also Damon’s (1990: 13) interpretation of the kula network as comprising a “world-system”.  
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a large group of yams leave their home and arrive on a shore on the Duau coast of 

Normanby Island. From this pile of yams the Duau people grabbed kwateya (dioscorea 

alata), a specific named variety of yam associated with that region (see Kuehling 2005: 

94). Then the Bwaiowa people came and grabbed siyakutu yams (dioscorea esculenta), 

followed by the Sanalowa people who took a specific cultivar of the siyakutu variety 

which is associated with that island (see Kuehling 2005: 94 on ‘uma). Next came the 

Dobu Islanders, who collected both the kwateya and siyakutu varieties of yam. Then 

people from all over the Massim—Taulu, Molima, Nade, and the Trobriand Islands—

come to Duau, each taking its corresponding yam type. What this story does is 

simultaneously differentiate and collectivize the different locations referenced in this tale, 

achieving the former through associating each with various categories for classifying 

yams and the latter via its emphasis on their shared position as people who eat yams.  

 Bebai ina mai Dobu operates on an analogy between yams and humans, as the 

differences and similarities between the former stand for those of the latter. This analogy 

is evident in the Dobuan language as well, with the generic gender-neutral term for 

“person” (tomota) applying to both humans and yams (Kuehling 2005: 28; see also 

Fortune 1963: 107, 109; Gudeman 1986: 129, 136). In the story yams are differentiated 

based on variety (species), which are further subdivided based on seed type (cultivars or 

‘uma). Kuehling (2005: 28) observes that the manner in which yams are distinguished is 

similar to how humans are divided into totemic clans and matrilineages.  

 The Dobuan concept ‘uma is most exemplary of this analogy, referring to specific 

yam seeds which are considered to be the sole property of a single matrilineage (Fortune 
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1963: 108; Gudeman 1986: 129, 136; Kuehling 2005: 29, 94). The close association 

between yams and matriliny is reflected in sexual division of labour on Dobu, with 

gardening work and management of yams classified as the responsibility of women 

(Kuehling 2005: 92-96). It may appear that I have strayed far from “respect” in this 

introduction to Dobu, but, prestations of yams are often a gift which signifies “respect”, 

while the close association between yams and the matrilineage are important when I later 

analyze how “respect” mediates inter-matrilineage relations. An understanding of both is 

a necessary base for any detailed analysis of “respect” from a Dobuan perspective.    

 While yam is the “ultimate vegetable food on Dobu” (Kuehling 2005: 92), its 

analogue, the matrilineage, is the most significant social group people belong to (Fortune 

1963: 3; Kuehling 2005: 61; cf. Digim’Rina 1995: 30 for Basima; Macintyre 1983a: 81 

for Tubetube; Thune 1980: 3 for Loboda). Relations between matrilineal kin are 

considered to be innate, as a mother’s blood which infuses the child during pregnancy 

and later feedings of breastmilk are seen to create children as given members of their 

matrilineage (Kuehling 2005: 46, 61, 232). In fact, the word for matrilineage (susu) is the 

same word for breast and breastmilk (see also Digim’Rina 1995: 30; Fortune 1963: 3; 

Macintyre 1988: 186; Thune 1980: 81), placing emphasis on shared identity as “those 

who ‘have drank from the same mother’s breasts’” (Kuehling 2005: 61). Through this 

innate consubstantiality, the susu collectivizes its members, emphasizing the similarities 

between them. This collectivization is reflected in the relationship between a man’s 

matrilineal kin and his children, with the former “[replacing] his person by taking over 

his responsibilities towards his children” after his death (Kuehling 2005: 233). Like 
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yams, matrilineages can also be differentiated from other groups, with each susu being 

considered as a “distinct, politically coherent group” (Macintyre 1983a: 247), which is 

“externally bounded against the wider world” (Thune 1980: 196). 

 Matrilineal relatives are expected to share material wealth—such as betel nut, 

tobacco, and food—unconditionally in support of other members (Kuehling 2005: 61, 

170-171). However, not all wealth is equally divided, as access to “Big Gifts” (‘une)—

yams, kula shells, and pigs— or gardening land is contingent upon a young person 

inheriting these valuables from a senior matrilineage member (Kuehling 2005: 66, 91). 

Rather than depending on rules of primogeniture, senior men and women choose as their 

heir the young matrilineage member who displays the best “personal characteristics and 

general conduct” (Kuehling 2005: 91; cf. Munn 1986: 109 for Gawa Island). Thus, in 

order to access the susu’s kula valuables, yams, and gardening land a person must display 

socially appropriate “character” (ale).  

 Ale is a complicated concept which signifies more than just “character”, as it 

encompasses different personality types, such as someone being “respectful”. 

Furthermore, ale can refer to basic reasoning, the roots of a tree, or a person’s “name” or 

“fame” (Kuehling 2005: 35, 88; see also Dixon n.d.: 11). Conceptualizing these separate 

points of reference as creating a composite, Kuehling (2005: 35) states that “the concept 

of character (ale–) refers to specific types of personalities, explaining typical behaviour 

or attitudes of individuals as ‘their roots’”. An exemplary “character” enables a Dobuan 

person to achieve a big “name” or “fame” which results in the status of a wealthy woman 

(alawata) or wealthy man (tai esa’esa) (Kuehling 2005: 31-32), which are two of the rare 
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hierarchical social roles which exist in the relatively egalitarian Dobu (Kuehling 2005: 

117).     

 The distinction between hamlet “owners” (toni asa) and “spouses” (aiyai) is 

another instance of social hierarchy on Dobu (Kuehling 2005: 62-64; see also Fortune 

1963: 5-6 regarding toni kasa and “those-resulting-from-marriage”). Matrilineages find 

their home in the hamlet in which they are landowners (Kuehling 2005: 62), with some 

hamlets containing multiple susu (2005: 64). However, post-marital residence is 

predominantly matrilocal, which results in hamlets typically consisting of female 

“owners” living with their husbands, while their brothers move away to become a 

“spouse” in another place (Kuehling 2005: 62) 6.  

 Being classified as a “spouse” comes with a lot of restrictions and obligations. 

Kuehling (2005: 62) remarks that “spouses” are expected to show “respect” towards the 

“owners” through keeping a quiet voice, never crossing through the centre of the hamlet, 

displaying a humble demeanour, and “not approaching their spouse’s hamlet empty 

handed”. However, Kuehling (2005: 64) further states that rules governing the behaviour 

of “spouses” relax as time goes by, with them eventually gaining “a status that 

approaches that of ‘owners’”. Affines can expedite this process by making significant 

contributions to any feasts put on by their partner’s hamlet (Kuehling 2005: 249-250). 

For example, Kuehling (2005: 249-250) discusses a Dobuan man named Kaibado, who 

was given the prestigious role of organizing a major sagali feast for his wife’s hamlet 

                                                                 
6 According to Kuehling’s  (2005: 62) survey in 1997 about two-thirds of all marriages on Dobu are 

matrilocal.  
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after decades of supporting them in such events (for more on mortuary feasting on Dobu 

see Kuehling 2005: 229-279). 

 The relationship between a father and his children is another example of how 

Dobu’s matrilineal system places men in a complicated position relative to the people 

with whom they spend their daily lives. Kuehling (2005: 230; see also Thune 1980: 128-

129) observed that on Dobu, where divorce is common, the father occupies an ambiguous 

position relative to his children. Thune (1980: 86), speaking of Loboda, emphasizes that 

there is no notion of “obligation based on shared identity and substance” between a father 

and his children. Likewise, in contrast to matrilineal relations which are “inevitable or 

given”, Kuehling (2005: 232) describes the relationship between a father and his children 

on Dobu as “optional and based on complex personal relations” (see also Malinowski 

1929; Róheim 1941)  

 However, men are not considered to be wholly unrelated to their children. The 

way a man activates ties of filiation with his children is through performing Dobuan 

ideals of fatherhood by “[looking] after the children in his household with loving care, 

‘working’ for them and for his wife in a relation of mutual help and affection” (Kuehling 

2005: 232-233). Fathers often even pass on “Big Gifts” such as kula valuables to their 

children as gifts of “love” (oboboma), which is illustrative of the presence of a certain 

amount of flexibility in the rules of matrilineal inheritance. Furthermore, dutiful 

participation as a principal mourner at their father’s mortuary feast (Kuehling 2005: 234), 

and then giving a large gift to his matrilineage which demonstrates “grief” (pegita) 

(Kuehling 2005: 241), puts a man’s children in a position to negotiate gardening use 
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rights to his susu’s land or to even be adopted by them. Therefore, the ambiguity of the 

father-child relationship not only stems from the lack of matrilineal ties between them, 

but also from the ability of this system to compromise (cf. Digim’Rina 1995: 52). Having 

more clearly established what “Dobu” refers to I will now discuss the key points 

addressed in this thesis, while also providing a brief summary of the subsequent chapters 

(see Kuehling 2005 and Young 1983c for a more detailed discussion of Dobu and the 

Massim).  
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Perspectives 

 Local conceptualizations of “respect” have rarely been the object of rigorous 

anthropological analysis. In fact, this is one of the key points of Ellis Finkelstein’s (2008: 

99) recent call for an “anthropology of respect”, where he argues that within 

anthropological discourse there is “scarcely any references to the concept of respect as an 

attribute of interpersonal relationships”. This presents a problem for this thesis as there 

are no clear theoretical precedents to follow when examining a locally produced 

understanding of “respect”. For this reason, in this chapter I will look at four genres of 

anthropological theory, discussing the perspectives they would provide to an analysis of 

respect, with an emphasis on its Dobuan manifestation amayaba. The first of these will 

be a general overview of current anthropological literature which focuses on respect. This 

will be followed by a description of the perspectives offered by the “anthropology of 

ethics”, a larger field which encompasses the “anthropology of respect”. Next, I will 

discuss the ways in which the concept of “meaning” has been approached in 

anthropological discourse. Finally, I will consider a regionally produced theoretical 

perspective—“The New Melanesian Ethnography”—as this body of literature often 

engages with, or features, ethnographic material from the Massim. To conclude this 

chapter, I will synthesize these viewpoints to present the overarching theoretical approach 

operating in this thesis.  

 Amayaba (“respect”) is referenced many times in Kuehling’s (2005) Dobuan 

ethnography. In fact, it receives a total of seventy-three indexed entries in her book; 

however, this is misleading as most of these entries point to single sentence glosses of 
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how respect applies to a topic at hand, rather than sustained discussions of amayaba. 

Fortunately this data is supplemented by a Dobuan myth that has “respect” as one of its 

key themes—the “Tale of the Amayaba and Gagasa”—which is available as a resource 

for this thesis as it is published in Kuehling’s (1998: 329-336) Ph.D dissertation, although 

its implications for the meaning of respect are unanalyzed in that source. Furthermore, 

there is some data available on understandings of “respect” among people neighbouring 

Dobu (see Macintyre 1983 and Thune 1980). So, not only should the theoretical 

perspectives presented here contribute to an analysis of respect, but they should be suited 

to getting the most out of the presently accessible ethnographic material on amayaba.  

2.1 An Anthropology of Respect 

 While “respect” has received little empirical analysis, it still does appear in 

anthropological discourse. For example, it is in the title of Philippe Bourgois’s (1995) 

well-known ethnography on crack dealers living in East Harlem, New York— In Search 

of Respect. However, Bourgois’s book provides no rigorous discussion of “respect’s” 

meaning or definition (Finkelstein 2008: 105)7. Thus, it appears that in spite of its title In 

Search of Respect is representative of a tendency in anthropology to treat “respect” as “an 

individualized obligation and not a matter that requires empirical observation” 

(Finkelstein 2008: 105).  

 Certainly, there are examples of anthropologists providing brief definitions of 

how respect is locally defined. Hildred Geertz (1961: 19), for instance, touches upon the 

                                                                 
7 The lack of focused empirical analysis of “respect” in Bourgois (1995) is made further evident by it not 

being given an entry in the index.  
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Javanese concept for respect, defining it as “proper behaviour in specific situations”, 

which necessarily requires that each person properly understands their relative position in 

the social hierarchy. Also, Elinor Ochs and Carolina Izquierdo (2009: 397) offer a 

definition for the Samoan concept fa’aaloalo (“respect”), “a term composed of the 

causative prefix fa’a (to make) and the respect-vocabulary term alo (to face) thereby 

entailing a bodily and social orientation towards others”. However, these analyses 

typically only furnish a single sentence gloss, without providing a detailed description of 

respect’s relationship with local understandings of interpersonal conduct and personhood.  

 Most recently, Lamont Lindstrom’s (2017) paper exploring the concept respek 

(“respect”) among Tanna Island urban migrants living in Port Vila, Vanuatu serves as an 

example of an anthropological analysis which focuses on respect. Lindstrom’s (2017) 

account argues that respek is a “keyword” for these urban migrants which offers insight 

into their social life. In his analysis he looks at respek from multiple perspectives, 

describing the different associations it acquires when put into different social contexts. It 

is notable that Lindstrom discusses how kastom (custom) can be the object of respek, as 

this demands we recognize that “respect” can mediate more than just interpersonal 

relationships between individuals. This illustrates how respect can be applied in different 

circumstances, with many distinct kinds of entities being considered worthy of “respect” 

(Finkelstein 2008: 104). Thus, following Lindstrom (2017), I will treat “respect” 

(amayaba) as a keyword which allows us to further examine many different facets of 

Dobuan sociality. 
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 As an ethnographic example, Finkelstein’s (2008) paper discusses differentiating 

managerial practices between Toyota and General Motors. However, the main goal of his 

article is to elaborate on conceptual differences between “respect” and “deference”; 

arguing that the manager-employee relationship espoused by Toyota is characterized by 

the former, and General Motors by the latter. Finkelstein (2008: 105) stresses that the 

difference between these two concepts is not that respect implies a wholly egalitarian 

interpersonal relationship. Rather, he argues the conceptual split is based on deference 

being coerced and expected behaviour (Finkelstein 2008: 113), while respect is a freely 

given act “in which ego considers the impact of an encounter on alter prior to initiating an 

encounter” (Finkelstein 2008: 114). While Finkelstein’s definition emerges from an 

example from capitalist manufacturing society it is compatible with the Dobuan one I 

will describe. In fact, his notion that it is integral that respect is freely given resonates 

with Dobuan practices of generalized reciprocity which I will discuss in Chapter 3.      

 While respect is the primary topic of Lindstrom (2017) and Finkelstein’s (2008) 

papers, it is a small part in Webb Keane’s (2016: 110–117) larger analysis of “ethical 

life”. Keane’s examination of respect emerges in his discussion of its relationship with 

the philosophical idea of “dignity”, treating respect as an action which recognizes the 

dignity of another individual. Keane (2016: 115–117) further discusses the Sumbanese 

concept dewa, which he treats as analogous to dignity. He describes one case where a 

Sumbanese man hosted a feast which required his relatives and allies to give him a gift 

that displayed “respect”—restoring his recently wounded dewa (Keane 2016: 116). The 

Dobuan concept I assert is most analogous to dignity and dewa is ale in its reference to 
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“name” or “fame”. Throughout my analysis I will follow Keane by examining in detail 

the relationship between amayaba (“respect”) and ale (“name” or “fame”). Furthermore, 

as Keane’s discussion of “respect” is situated in his broader analysis of “ethics” it appears 

fruitful to inspect the “anthropology of ethics” for theoretical insight.  

2.2 An Anthropology of Ethics 

 The “anthropology of ethics” is a relatively new research interest, as James 

Laidlaw (2014: 10) observed that “a sustained set of discussions and debates” around the 

topic has only developed since the 1990s. However, this is not to say that there was a 

complete lack of anthropologists who discussed “ethics” or “morality” prior to this time. 

E.E. Evans-Prichard’s (1962) arguments that societies are moral systems rather than 

natural ones is an example of this, or Kenneth Read’s (1955) essay on Gahuku-Gama 

ethical life that called for a more stringent focus on the topic. One of these early 

ethnographic treatises that has had a profound influence on this thesis is Wagner’s Lethal 

Speech (1978), which looks to Daribi myths and “moral tales” as a source of insight into 

their social life.     

 Throughout I will employ “ethics” rather than “morality”, excluding cases where I 

am citing a source which favours the latter. Following Michael Lambek (2010a: 9), I 

prefer “ethics” due to the range of meaning frequently ascribed to it in both 

anthropological and philosophical literature. Commonly, “ethics” is understood as having 

a broader reference to conceptualizations of what constitutes a “good life”, while 

“morality” often refers merely to rules and obligations which people follow (see Keane 

2016: 16-21; Williams 2006). However, I am not following an established semantic 
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canon by preferring one term over the other, as James Faubion (2011: 21) notes that, “the 

distinction between ‘ethics’ and ‘morals’ or ‘ethics’ and ‘immorality’ at the sheer level of 

terminology has little etymological warrant”. 

 The anthropology of ethics is a highly heterogeneous collection of research, with 

each scholar having a distinct approach to the topic. This is evident in subtle differences 

that can be observed in how anthropologists have explicitly defined “ethics”. Alan 

Rumsey (2010: 105) describes it as a uniquely human quality, one which “necessarily 

involves action with regard for another person or people”. Laidlaw (2014: 3) posits that: 

“the claim on which the anthropology of ethics rests is not an evaluative claim that 

people are good: it is a descriptive claim that they are evaluative” (see also Londoño-

Sulkin 2012, 2017; Taylor 1985, 1989). Keane (2016: 17) he agrees with Laidlaw about 

evaluation, while further stating that “to be ethical is to be invested in a way of life and 

live up to some version of what a good person ought to be” (Keane 2016: 12).  

 While all these definitions bring up different aspects of ethics through associating 

it with different concepts, we should not take them as indicating that this body of 

literature is fragmented resulting in it lacking coherence. On the contrary, all these 

scholars engage in lively and constructive discussion with each other. Rather, I merely 

reference these examples to provide a small sample of how the anthropology of ethics 

affords idiosyncratic approaches informed by distinct theoretical sources.       

 Keane’s argument is emergent from his reading of a branch of moral philosophy 

called “virtue ethics”, which has had a significant impact on anthropological theory. 

Philosopher Bernard Williams (2006: 9) builds upon Aristotle’s writings to define a 
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“virtue” as a “disposition of character to choose or reject actions because they are of a 

certain ethically relevant kind” (see also Lambek 2010a: 19). However, he does add the 

caveat that virtues are not habits which people simply inculcate, as they instead require a 

person to exercise judgement in order to act in a way which is in alignment with their 

character (Williams 2006: 36). Describing virtue ethics, Laidlaw states (2014: 47):  

[they] think that an understanding of morality requires an account of specific 
qualities of character, such as courage, generosity, elegance, piety, prudence, 

weakness, vulgarity, impertinence, or cruelty (they differ in their list of virtues 
and vices), and they hold that this requires description of the relevant linguistic 

categories, of the moral psychology of which they are part, the practice they relate 
to, and the contexts and relationships in which they are acquired and used.   

For these reasons Laidlaw (2014: 47-48) argues that there is a strong affinity between 

virtue ethics and anthropology.  

 A potent example of this rapport is the book Radical Hope by moral philosopher 

Jonathan Lear (2006), which looks at how Crow Chief Plenty Coups created a new form 

of subjectivity and understanding of character for his people. Lear (2006: 42-43) 

identifies three aspects of their society which allowed people to understand themselves as 

“Crow subjects”: 1) established social roles (e.g. warrior, medicine man, chief, wife, 

mother); 2) character traits which help people be exceptional in these roles (e.g. 

“courage”, “strength”); 3) and the possibility of constructing a sense of the self as a 

person who embodies these virtues.    

 It is useful for further analysis of “respect” to now compare anthropological and 

philosophical conceptualizations of “virtue” with the Dobuan concept ale (“character”) 

discussed in the Introduction. The analogy between the two is strikingly evident in 

William’s (2006: 9; emphasis added) definition of a virtue as a “disposition of 
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character”. Furthermore, both virtues and types of ale (“character”)—such as amayaba—

are conceptualized as traits of persons which help them to be exceptional at certain social 

roles (Lear 2006: 42-43; Kuehling 2005: 31-32). The notion that ale (“character”) 

considers the “typical behaviour or attitudes of individuals as ‘their roots’” (Kuehling 

2005: 35) connects to Lear’s (2006: 43) third point, which states that people can conceive 

of themselves as the type of person who embodies certain virtues.  

  As amayaba appears to be analogous to a “virtue”, it would also be what 

Williams (2006: 131) calls an “ethical concept”, which he argues requires a “dimension 

of social explanation” to be understood. Keane’s (2016: 122) analysis of ethical concepts 

is consistent with Williams, as Keane posits that the Sumbanese concept dewa and the 

English language word dignity are not “simply different names for the same thing”, 

despite the fact that they initially appear to be synonymous. He argues that this is because 

they emerge from distinct social environments which impinge upon the conceptual shape 

of these categories in divergent ways (Keane 2016: 122).  

 Thus, it is important to caution that ale (“character”) and virtue are not completely 

synonymous, as ale incorporates many connotations particular to Dobu, including basic 

reasoning, the roots of a tree, and a person’s “name” or “fame”. However, this analogy is 

still quite useful as it signals an important aspect of ale—and by extension amayaba—

which must be accounted for: that Dobuan people can make amayaba and other 

categories of ale (“character”) an aspect of how they conceptualize themselves as 

persons. Thus, my examination of the meaning of “respect” will entail an analysis of 

Dobuan personhood.            
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 The relationship between ethics and social environment is a major theme in the 

call for “ordinary ethics” made in the eponymous edited volume (Lambek 2010b; Keane 

2010; Rumsey 2010; Sidnell 2010). Lambek (2010a: 10) provides a succinct definition of 

this position: 

The task is to recognize the ethical dimension of human life–of the human 

condition–without objectifying ethics as a natural organ of society, universal 
category of human thought, or distinct kind of human practice. In sum, it is 
preferable to see the ethical as a modality of social action or of being in the world 

than as a modular component of society or mind.  

Lambek (2010a: 2) connects his conception of “ordinary ethics” to Ludwig 

Wittgenstein’s (2001) “ordinary language”, which is concerned with “meaning”. He 

bases this claim on the argument that both uses of “ordinary” are predicated on the notion 

that it implies a tacit conceptualization which is “grounded in agreement rather than rule, 

practice rather than knowledge or belief” (Lambek 2010a: 2). Jack Sidnell (2010: 123-

124) and James Faubion (2001: 93) make similar comparisons between “anthropology of 

ethics” and Wittgenstein’s “ordinary” approach to meaning.  

 Following from Lambek’s (2010a: 10; emphasis added) depiction of ethics as a 

“modality of social action”, and Laidlaw’s (2014: 47; emphasis added) statement that a 

study of local virtues “requires description of the relevant linguistic categories”, I do not 

consider the anthropology of ethics to be a wholly new and distinct body of literature. 

Rather, I conceptualize it as an extension of symbolic anthropology which places its 

emphasis on the ethical dimensions of social life. Therefore, it appears useful to 

scrutinize interpretive approaches to anthropology as a further resource for studying 

amayaba, with an emphasis on those that emerged from studies of other Melanesian 
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peoples. So, due to this connection the next section will briefly survey symbolic 

anthropology in a general sense, examining how the term meaning has been employed in 

the discipline. This will be followed with a more detailed discussion of how various 

Melanesian ethnographers, including Wagner (1972; 1978; 1981; 1986) and Strathern 

(1988), have practiced interpretive anthropology. 

2.3 Meaning and Ordinary Language   

 While “ethics” has been a relatively recent addition to anthropological discourse, 

“meaning” has long been a recurring term in anthropological vocabulary. However, what 

meaning explicitly refers to is often left unexplained. Take, for instance, Clifford 

Geertz’s (1973b) call for an “interpretive theory of culture”, which, while placing 

significant emphasis on meaning, never clearly describes the parameters of the concept. 

As it is so often left unexplained in anthropological discourse, Stanley Tambiah (1985: 

138) has stated that “the various ways ‘meaning’ is conceived in anthropology are a 

deadly source of confusion”.  

 Yet, despite this ambivalence, meaning has been prominent in the anthropological 

consciousness since Geertz’s (1973b: 5; emphasis added) famous statement:  

Believing, with Max Weber, that man is an animal suspended in webs of 
significance he himself has spun, I take culture to be those webs, and the analysis 

of it to be therefore not an experimental science in search of law but an 
interpretive one in search of meaning.  

There Geertz argues for “thick description”, which posits that proper anthropological 

analysis requires an interpretive account, rather than merely a raw recounting of field 
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data. The ultimate premise of Geertz’s paper is that “thick description” is needed to make 

intelligible the “meaning” of any social activity to the reader of an ethnographic text.   

 However, Geertz’s call for an “interpretive theory of culture” is by no means the 

first instance of an anthropologist emphasizing meaning. An earlier example of meaning 

appearing in anthropological discussion is Malinowski’s contribution to the 1923 classic 

by the linguists C.K. Ogden and I.A. Richards—The Meaning of Meaning. In his chapter, 

Malinowski addresses what he calls “the problem of meaning in primitive languages” 

(1946: 296-336), which he identifies as translation, stating that he faced great difficulties 

when trying to find English equivalents for many Trobriand Islanders’ words (1946: 

299). In response to his struggles in finding English synonyms for Trobriand words 

Malinowski (1946: 299-300) argued that: 

such words can only be translated into English, not by giving their imaginary 
equivalent—a real one obviously cannot be found—but by explaining the 

meaning of each of them through an exact ethnographic account of the sociology, 
culture and tradition of that native community.  

Thus, to achieve proper translation expressions must be situated within what Malinowski 

(1946: 307) called the “context of situation”, from there anthropologists can gather the 

meaning of a word “from an analysis of its functions, with reference to the given culture” 

(Malinowski 1946: 309). Matt Tomlinson and Matthew Engelke (2006: 9) observe that 

Malinowski’s focus on context and variable functions of words resulted in him 

effectively questioning the value of a denotative theory of language for anthropology, 

which would hold that a definition is adequate for capturing the meaning of a word. 

 In their discussion of how meaning is used in social theory Tomlinson and 

Engelke (2006: 9) demonstrate that Wittgenstein’s Philosophical Investigations—which 
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introduces “ordinary language”—takes a denotative theory of language as inapplicable to 

all language, not merely (alleged) “primitive” languages. It is there that Wittgenstein 

(2001: §43) introduced his well-known position that “for a large class of cases—though 

not for all—in which we employ the word ‘meaning’ it can be defined thus: the meaning 

of a word is its use in language”. A.C. Grayling (2001: 79) aptly summarizes the 

Wittgensteinian argument: 

Meaning does not consist in the denoting relation between words and things or in 
a picturing relation between propositions and facts; rather, the meaning of an 

expression is its use in the multiplicity of practice which go to make up language. 
Moreover, language is not something complete and autonomous which can be 
investigated independently of other considerations, for language is woven into all 

human activities and behaviour… 

So, similarly to “ordinary ethics”, “ordinary language” calls for us to examine meaning in 

the many ways that a word serves as a modality of social action, rather than objectifying 

it into a static and concrete idea. Thus, drawing from Malinowski’s and Wittgenstein’s 

insights, Tomlinson and Engelke (2006: 26) define meaning as “a sociological product 

emergent in practice” which should be considered as “process and potential”.   

  Tomlinson and Engelke also discuss different “categories of meaning”’, which 

are beneficial to this thesis. One of these is the notion of “meaning as being” (Tomlinson 

and Engelke 2006: 17-19). In this case meaning is an existential category, where people 

can be recognized as being certain types of persons. This notion could be seen as another 

way of conceptualizing virtues, which are aspects of a person’s character. “Meaning as 

being” becomes evident later when I discuss Dobuan “respect” as referring to a type of 

person (amayaba ale). 
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 Another category of meaning important here is “structure”, which is based on the 

work of Claude Lévi-Strauss (Tomlinson and Engelke 2006: 11-13). While Tomlinson 

and Engelke (2006: 11) are certainly critical of Lévi-Strauss’s structuralism, they do 

emphasize the importance of its principle that, “meaning arises in relationships: It is the 

result of combination and selection within a system”. Following this, my analysis of 

amayaba will examine how its meaning emerges in relationships between different 

elements of the “social system” of Dobu. While conceptualizing Dobu as a “social 

system” it is important to keep in mind that meanings on Dobu are “process and 

potential” rather than fixed objects (Tomlinson and Engelke 2006: 26). So, “system” here 

loses its connotation of fixity, rather I employ it to highlight how seemingly distinct 

“structures of signification” (Geertz 1973b: 9) found on Dobu—such as yam gardening, 

the kula, the matrilineage, “character”, and fatherhood—can be seen to be interrelated.      

 To better describe how I propose to approach the meaning of amayaba as 

ordinary it is useful to discuss how the term “ordinary language” is employed by 

Michelle Rosaldo (1980) in a way that is distinct from the Wittgensteinian definition. She 

juxtaposes what she calls “ordinary language” with “symbols” (Rosaldo 1980: 21), 

treating both as part of a dichotomy which she employs to describe a trend in 

ethnographic literature at the time. In this definition “ordinary language” refers to terms 

that do “not require a special effort of interpretive reflection” (Rosaldo 1980: 21), 

effectively equating it with mundane terms such as anger or red. Conversely, she 

associates “symbols” with more esoteric social contexts, such as ritual activity, defining 
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them as “utterances, acts, or objects that stand at one remove from the ‘real world’ that 

they refer to” (Rosaldo 1980: 21).  

 Rosaldo (1980: 21-22) critiques the trend to treat specialized ritual knowledge and 

other “symbols” as the sole focus of ethnographic attention, with her position rooted in 

her claim that common sense terms such as anger, or in the case of this study, respect, are 

just as enigmatic and demanding of ethnographic interpretation. This leads Rosaldo 

(1980: 21) to question the validity of such a categorical system, stating that:  

Whatever the appeal of a divide between two “kinds” of meaning, I now would 
argue that it leads us in the wrong directions, at once impoverishing our 
understanding of common discourse and imputing to the “symbolic” both more 

and less importance than any isolated mode of expression is apt to have.  

I consider this criticism to be particularly relevant in the case of this thesis, as a 

significant piece of data I analyze is a folktale that features a character named Amayaba. 

Through this character the “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” could be seen to be further 

questioning the validity of an “ordinary” and “symbolic” divide, as it brings a seemingly 

mundane term, amayaba, into a typically “symbolic” domain—myth.  

 Yet, despite agreeing with Rosaldo (1980) that a divide between “symbols” and 

“ordinary language” is problematic, I still make use of a categorical system that describes 

two different “kinds” of meaning. This is Wagner’s (1972, 1978, 1981, 1986) dialectical 

relationship between the conventions of a language and social practices that involve 

inventive usage of that language, which emerged from his fieldwork with the Daribi 

people of Eastern Highlands of Papua New Guinea. I choose to employ this theory, 

named “Wagnerian semiotics” by Eduardo Viveiros de Castro (2010: 229), as it affords 
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an analysis that treats everyday conventional usage of a term as no less “symbolic” than 

creative practices, such as myth, while still recognizing a distinction between the two.      

 Furthermore, I contend that Wagnerian semiotics is relevant to my thesis as it 

allows a more nuanced means of determining the meaning of amayaba through its use in 

a way that treats it as ordinary in the Wittgensteinian sense. I will demonstrate that it 

achieves this through seeking to account for social life being more than socially available 

rules or norms which we follow, by recognizing that people are often “improvising their 

way through life, making it up as they go along” (Jorgensen 2002: 69; see also Lévi-

Strauss 1966: 16-36 on bricolage). So, in effect Wagnerian semiotics does look at use of 

language to determine its meaning, but it subdivides use into reflexive conventions that 

people follow and creative practices that allow for a greater deal of reflection.  

2.4 Wagnerian Semiotics     

  In Wagnerian semiotics, “convention” refers to recognized systems of 

classification and representation which “[negotiate] an orderly universe through the 

fabrication of a heuristic theoretical order” (Wagner 1978: 23). So, in this definition, 

“convention” not only includes the relationships between words and what they represent, 

but also commonly recognized “contexts”. In The Invention of Culture, Wagner (1981: 

37) provides a broad definition for context: “a part of experience—and also something 

that our experience constructs; it is an environment within which symbolic elements 

relate to one another; one that is formed by the act of relating them”. Contexts play an 

important role in interpreting the “meaning” of a concept, as different social 

environments bring it into relation with other ideas (Wagner 1981: 38-39). In the case of 
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Dobu, it seems most beneficial for my analysis to treat specific interpersonal 

relationships as analogous to contexts, as it is within these relations that people perform 

social action. If we take brotherhood as a context, for instance, it is the overall framework 

within which different concepts are brought into relation with each other, such as 

matrilineal self-similarity, sharing of food, competition for inheritance, and the 

idiosyncratic ale (“character”) of each brother (see Chapter 4). 

  However, contexts are not neatly ordered, but rather, “some contexts include 

others and make them a part of their articulation; others may be interrelated in ways that 

do not involve total inclusion or exclusion” (Wagner 1981: 38). So, while brotherhood 

falls within the confines of the larger enveloping context of the susu, it is not wholly 

synonymous with other contexts within the matrilineage, such as the relation between a 

mother and her son, or a senior person and their heir.   

 In Weiner’s (1988) interpretation of Wagnerian semiotics, he emphasizes another 

aspect of “convention” which he refers to as “syntagmatic associations”. He borrows this 

concept from Roland Barthes (1968) and Edmund Leach (1970), defining it as “groups of 

lexical items whose relationship is based on their concurrence within a conventionally 

defined context” (Weiner 1988: 123; emphasis added). Syntagmatic associations appear 

in my analysis through the examination of the relationship between amayaba (“respect”), 

and other ethical concepts—alamai’ita (“self-discipline”), paisewa (“work”), and 

oboboma (“generosity”)—which frequently appear within the same contexts.   

 The other side of Wagner’s dialectic is “invention” or “metaphor”, which is the 

process where “conventional” symbolic elements are brought into new contexts, thus 
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creating new conceptual relationships and meanings. Wagner’s Lethal Speech (1978) 

stands apart from his other deployments of this dialectic as there he elaborates on his 

“theory of symbolic obviation” which analyzes Daribi myth as “invention”8. The notion 

that myth is an “invention” is predicated on the idea that each myth is its own “unique 

experiential world” (Wagner 1978: 38; cf. Weiner 1988: 285), which creates and explores 

a different world than regular social life (Young 1988: 1). Through bringing 

“conventional” ideas into this fabricated context, a storyteller narrating a myth constructs 

new conceptual relationships, which serve to provide an interpretation of social life 

(Wagner 1978: 53).     

 Wagner’s (1978: 31-32) use of the term “obviation” in this theory is a play upon 

the Latin root obvius (from obvian, “in the way”), which is shared by “obviate” (to 

anticipate and dispose of’) and “obvious” (apparent, easily perceived). Based on the 

analogy formed by this shared root Wagner (1978: 31-32) posits that:  

A metaphor is mediative, inserting an unconventional element “in the way of” 

conventional reference, so that a new relation comes to supplant, “to anticipate 
and dispense of” conventional effect. And by constituting “its own” relation in the 

process, becoming an “icon” of itself, a symbol that slows its own meaning, the 
trope renders itself “apparent”.  

When applying this concept to the analysis of myths, Wagner (1978: 35) presents the 

process of obviation as occurring when a new metaphor is substituted “in the way of 

another”, creating a distinct episode which “anticipates and dispenses of” the one 

                                                                 
8 Wagner (1986) applies the “theory of symbolic obviation” again in Symbols that Stand for Themselves in 

a broader sense to include Daribi bridewealth exchanges and ritual activity, among other topics.  
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proceeding it (see also Weiner 1988: 10). It is these moments of obviation which Wagner 

treats as the constituent units which make up a myth.  

  So, with Wagnerian semiotics we have a theory that affords an analysis which 

treats amayaba as “ordinary” in a means that is pertinent for this study. In effect it 

demands that we look at its “use” as a “modality of social action” (Lambek 2010a: 10) in 

various contexts. Furthermore, Wagner’s dialectic emerged from his fieldwork in Papua 

New Guinea and has had a sustained influence on both Melanesian ethnography and 

anthropology generally9. Wagner’s impact is particularly evident in cases where 

Melanesian ethnographers engage with myth (see Jorgensen 2001, 2002; Moutu 2013). 

For instance, Debbora Battaglia (1990: 50-52) briefly deploys his dialectical distinction 

between convention and invention to discuss how a Sabarl myth serves as an allegory for 

their understandings of personhood. Thus, it seems useful to further examine the 

sustained influence Wagner has had on symbolic approaches to ethnography in Melanesia 

that have developed in the body of literature called The New Melanesian Ethnography.    

2.5 The New Melanesian Ethnography    

 Wagner and Strathern (see 1980, 1988, 2004, 2005) are frequently credited as the 

progenitors of the New Melanesian Ethnography (NME). Strathern (1988: 8), alongside 

Wagner (1978: 20-21), has asserted that ethnography should task itself with capturing the 

complexity of local concepts and their relation to the social context in which they exist. 

Strathern (1988: 11) posits that this approach to ethnography should not seek to “fill in 

                                                                 
9 For examples of this influence see da Col and Graeber (2011), Golub (2014), Josephides (1991), and 

Viveiros de Castro (2010). 
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the terms that indigenous conceptualizations lacked but to create spaces that the 

exogenous analysis lacked” (see also Battaglia 1990: 5). For this reason, Robert Foster 

(1995: 2) defines NME by its insistence on the “fundamental difference between 

Melanesian and Western presuppositions about social reality”. 

 Analysis of indigenous conceptualizations of personhood and agency have been 

two common approaches anthropologists in NME have adopted to elaborate on the 

distinctiveness of Melanesian sociality (Foster 1995: 8). A useful starting point for 

examining how NME has approached these two topics is Strathern’s (1988: 13) 

influential account of Melanesian “relational” personhood:  

Far from being regarded as unique entities, Melanesian persons are as dividually 

as they are individually conceived. They contain a generalized sociality within. 
Indeed, persons are frequently constructed as the plural and composite site of the 
relationships that produced them.  

Alongside Strathern, many NME ethnographers have paid great attention to how 

Melanesian persons are considered as inconceivable apart from their social relationships. 

For instance, Brenda Clay (1992: 722; emphasis in original) describes the Mandak 

(Central New Ireland) person as “constituted of relationships rather than situated in 

relationships”.  

 The primary means through which Dobuans exist as “relational” persons is the 

susu, where membership is induced by a mother’s blood and later feedings of breastmilk 

(Kuehling 2005: 46). Furthermore, the relations which constitute a person include non-

matrilineal relatives, such as affines, spouses, fathers, paternal kin, and kula partners. 

More will be said on the many relationships which compose Dobuan personhood 

throughout this thesis.  
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 The Melanesian concept of agency which has been elaborated on by NME follows 

from this concept of the person. Strathern (2005: 127; emphasis removed) provides the 

general gloss that, in a Melanesian understanding “agency is evinced in the ability of 

persons to (actively) orient themselves or align themselves with particular relationships”. 

Describing the Mandak again, Clay (1992: 722) tells us that agency occurs when 

relationships are “activated” through “work or production carried out by the relational 

person towards others” (see also Foster 1995: 8 on agency “activating” relationships). 

Likewise, on Dobu, relations will emerge as the context for social action, with many 

actions demonstrating the capacity of persons to “orient” themselves with particular 

relationships. I discuss this in Chapter 3 when examining the concept paisewa 

(“work”)—which is integrally related to amayaba—and in Chapter 4 when analyzing the 

actions of the characters in the “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa”. 

 Yet, in spite of its insistence upon explicating indigenous Melanesian conceptual 

distinctions, the NME does not completely avoid employing concepts and ideas which 

have their source in Euro-American intellectual discourse. In fact, scholars associated 

with the genre have taken leading positions among anthropologists in engaging with ideas 

produced by mathematics and chaos theories of science (see Mosko 2009; Mosko and 

Damon 2005; Wagner 1991; Wagner 2001). The most common concept adopted from 

chaos theory is “fractal holography”, which “refers to phenomena of ‘self-similarity’, or 

the tendency of patterns or structures to recur on multiple levels or scales” (Mosko 2005: 

24; cf. Damon 2005: 82; Mosko 2009: 680)  
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 The previously discussed tale “Coming of Yams to Dobu” is useful for explaining 

the application of this theory. In the story yams are employed as a metaphor for regional 

identity, through specific locales in the Massim choosing the yam variety which they are 

identified with. Dobu takes both the siyakutu and kwateya yam species, while the former 

is also taken by people from Bwaiowa and Sanalowa, and the latter by the people from 

Duau. However, the story does make a point to establish that people from Sanalowa 

grabbed a specific named cultivar (‘uma) within the siyakutu yam variety. It is interesting 

to note how the story classifies Sanalowa and Dobu. On one hand, Sanalowa is identified 

with the geographically close Bwaiowa via shared possession of siyakutu yams, while 

concurrently being distinguished from it through the more specific ‘uma category. On the 

other hand, Dobu is associated with both Bwaiowa and Duau in its possession of both 

siyakutu and kwateya yam varieties. This positions Dobu as a mediator between Bwaiowa 

and Duau, thus symbolizing a special relationship these places have with Dobu.  

 Yet, in spite of all these different ways of classifying yams and (consequently) 

places, all the locales in the story are united by their shared status as people who eat 

yams. It is interesting to note that this is consistent with Dobuan centric spatial 

representations of the relationship that exists between it and the different stations of the 

kula network, which establishes some places as “closer” to Dobu yet conceptualizing 

them all as parts of the same general set (see fig. 2). Therefore, what this story does is 

employ yams as a metaphor for self-similarity in the Massim region across a variety of 

levels or scales (see Mosko 2009 on “plants being good to think”).    
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Fig. 2: Dobuan representations of the kula network (from Kuehling 2005: 189)   
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 It is useful to discuss Wagner’s (1991) chapter which introduced the notion of 

“fractal holography” to anthropological discourse through employing it as an analogy for 

talking about relational personhood. He describes the “fractal” or “integral” person as 

“never a unit standing in relation to an aggregate, or an aggregate standing in relation to a 

unit, but always an entity with relationship integra lly implied” (Wagner 1991: 163; see 

also Wagner 2001: 253 on “holography”). In Chapter 4 I argue that the most significant 

instance of fractal personhood from Dobu is the susu, where matrilineal relations are 

integral to a person’s being. However, Wagner (1991: 163) stresses that “enchainment” in 

lineages is merely “one of a number of instantiations of integral relationship”. So, as in 

“fractal holography”, fractal personhood involves self-similarity across a variety of 

relationships (scales) (Wagner 1991: 163). Thus, my discussion in Chapter 4 will also 

consider non-matrilineal kin as relations of self-similarity.  

 It should be noted that to anthropologists in the NME the scientific principle of 

fractal holography is merely an explanatory tool, not a natural causal force which 

determines the parameters of a social phenomena—Melanesian personhood. As an 

analogy, it highlights a similar totalizing character that appears in two otherwise distinct 

modes of representation. A conversation between Wagner (2005: 219) and one of his 

Daribi friends effectively demonstrates both the usefulness and problematic character of 

fractal holography: 

“I am dead certain that we have one of these,” said a close Daribi friend in the 

year 2000, after I had spent several days demonstrating to him, with some very 
concrete examples, just exactly what I mean by a “holographic world-
perspective,” “I just cannot think of what it is.” His problem had nothing to do 

with incomprehension; he had, as a matter of fact, “understood” me all too well.  
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From this anecdote it is evident that fractal holography was on some level a familiar idea 

to Wagner’s Daribi friend, however, his recognition of it was indefinite because it is 

emergent from a representational world that he is unacquainted with. Having described 

the different theories which have influenced the approach adopted in this thesis I will 

now describe how I make use of them in my ethnographic analysis.   

2.6 Synthesis of the Theoretical Perspectives  

 The conceptual distinction between convention and invention characteristic of 

Wagnerian semiotics is the general framework around which I built my analysis. 

However, I add to the initial structure provided by Wagnerian semiotics by reconciling it 

with the other theoretical approaches discussed in this chapter. 

 For instance, in Chapter 3 when discussing amayaba and its syntagms—

alamai’ita (“self-discipline”), paisewa (“work”), and oboboma (“generosity”)— I 

consider these as not merely actions that people perform but as “virtues”, or aspects of 

their ale (“character”). Furthermore, I situate these concepts within the context of kula 

exchange, treating these “ethical concepts” as a modality of social action. When looking 

at the final conventional definition of amayaba at the end of Chapter 3 I problematize the 

translation of concepts (like Malinowski does), examining if it corresponds more with 

Finkelstein’s definition of deference or respect. 

 Chapter 4 analyzes the “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” using a method inspired 

by Wagner’s theory of symbolic obviation in conjunction with NME approaches to 

Melanesian understandings of agency and personhood. For instance, the events that occur 

in this story are divided based on different relationships between its characters becoming 
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prominent at certain points in its plot. The principle idea that influences this approach is 

the notion that agency in Melanesia involves the “activation” of relationships. With this 

in mind, what the episodes of a Dobuan myth would entail are its characters “activating” 

different relationships. Furthermore, I explore how the ultimate consequences of the 

characters’ actions evoke Dobuan understandings of relational personhood.  
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Chapter 3: Conventional Symbolism of Dobuan Ethics 

3.1 Amayaba and Its Syntagms  

 The first perspective from which I approach amayaba is through examining other 

concepts with which it has syntagmatic associations. Kuehling (2005) frequently relates 

amayaba to three other ethical virtues: paisewa (“work”), oboboma (“generosity”), and 

alamai’ita (“self-control”) in her monograph focusing on Dobu Islanders’ gift categories. 

These concepts are each capable of embodying a variety of different forms of meaning, 

such as being descriptive of practice (Bourdieu 1977), or as an aspect of a person’s ale 

(“character”). These two meanings are certainly related, with instances of the former seen 

as being indicative of the latter. As Keane (2010: 75-76; emphasis added) argues, “people 

are shaped as publically known moral characters over the course of their interactions 

with others”. This is recognized in Dobuan social understandings as well, with the way a 

person does paisewa (“work”) being indicative of their ale (“character”) (Kuehling 2005: 

28).  

 Furthermore, acting with amayaba requires a person to understand their social 

position relative to others which provides the context for social action (Kuehling 2005: 

69). So, the following discussion will often position these terms in different relationships, 

including those between matrilineal kin, hamlet “owners” and in-marrying “spouses”, or 

fathers and their children. I begin my discussion of each concept with the definition 

provided in Lithgow and Lithgow’s (2006) Dobu-English Dictionary, however, following 

Malinowski and Wittgenstein I treat denotation as inadequate for fully capturing 
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meaning, and look at these terms in different “contexts of situation” (Malinowski 1946: 

307) to examine how they are used in “multiplicity of practice” (Grayling 2001: 79).   

3.1.1 Paisewa (“Work”)  

In their Dobu-English dictionary, Lithgow and Lithgow (2006: 29) define 

paisewa as: “to work, business, activity, job, labour, task, trade”. However, in the same 

source another word, guinuwa, is also used to refer to work (Lithgow and Lithgow 2006: 

16). In a conversation with Kuehling (personal communication November 17, 2016) she 

brought to my attention the distinction between these two terms for “work”, with paisewa 

referring to work which is done for the benefit of the social group, while guinuwa is work 

done solely for the benefit of the person doing it (see also Kuehling 2005: 33). When 

deployed in conversation paisewa is used to illuminate the social value of “work”, while 

guinuwa has an opposite effect. In the same discussion Kuehling told me of a common 

Dobuan proverb “i guinuwa daidaita” translating to ‘he works for nothing/uselessly’10. 

This distinction is reminiscent of Jason Throop’s (2010: 55, 181, 183) observations in 

Yap, where “suffering-for” others is considered an important virtue, while “mere-

suffering” is given little social significance. Furthermore, the distinction between paisewa 

and guinuwa points to agency being the “activation” of relationships on Dobu (see Clay 

1992; Strathern 2005: 127), as the latter is seen as having no real consequences.      

Paisewa covers a broad range of actions in Dobu language. I will focus here on 

examples of paisewa done for matrilineal relatives. These can include helping them to 

                                                                 
10 Throughout the rest of the text I use “work” to refer to paisewa, not guinuwa. 
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weed their yam garden, build a house, collect and transport firewood, or cook food 

(Kuehling 2005: 31). Furthermore, paisewa can refer to the activities of a woman who 

manages the yams for her matrilineage (Kuehling 2005: 96). Participation in a mortuary 

feast is also discussed as “work”, particularly in the case of the persons who are the 

principle mourners during the feast (Kuehling 2005: 240). Ultimately, “work” is any act 

which involves “performing tiring activities for other than one’s own immediate benefit 

or pleasure” (Kuehling 2005: 31).  

It is important to note that this concept is firmly entrenched within Dobuan 

systems of gift exchange that are mostly predicated upon “generalised reciprocity” 

(Kuehling 2005: 61), which Sahlins (1972: 193-194) defines as “transactions that are 

putatively altruistic, transactions on the line of assistance given and, if possible and 

necessary, assistance returned”. An example of generalized reciprocity of paisewa is the 

relationship between a mother and child, whereby, the mother “works” by caring for the 

child who eventually provides “assistance returned” by taking over the majority of her 

“work” when she becomes infirm during old age (Kuehling 2005: 33). This does not 

capture the full relationship between paisewa and exchange on Dobu, as Kuehling (2005: 

31) remarks that “exchange is regarded as ‘work’ on Dobu, comprising labour, 

production, distribution and sometimes consumption”, thus effectively making them 

synonymous.         

Paisewa is an important trait for any Dobuan person wishing to display their 

virtuous character, with Kuehling (2005: 27-28) stating that “in order to be assessed as 

‘good’, Dobu persons are expected to ‘work’ by ‘helping’ their ‘relatives’, thereby giving 
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evidence of their social skills and physical adroitness”. A person whose ale (“character”) 

is “hardworking” is referred to as paisewa alena (Kuehling 1998: 34, 108). Displaying an 

ale exemplary of this virtue in everyday exchanges with matrilineal kin provides young 

people with greater opportunity to inherit kula valuables and seed yams from senior kin 

(Fortune 1963: 16; Kuehling 2005: 91; see also Munn 1986: 109 for Gawa). Furthermore, 

persons who are hardworking develop stronger support networks for acquiring material 

assistance than those who are considered to be lazy (Kuehling 2005: 33). Kuehling (2005: 

31) speculates that this high valuation of “work” on Dobu lead to Dobuans being referred 

to as amongst the “best work men in Papua” by colonial administrators (see also Young 

1983b). 

3.1.2 Oboboma (“Generosity”)  

Oboboma is defined by Lithgow and Lithgow (2006: 28; cf. Thune 1980: 86-87) 

as a gift, present, favour, or love. The translations Kuehling (2005: 233) principally 

provides for oboboma are “generosity” and “friendship”, which are conceptualized as 

“names of gifts” given in exchange. Thus, as a form of exchange oboboma is necessarily 

a type of paisewa (“work”). A person who is frequently the donor of oboboma is said to 

have oboboma alena (“generous character”), which is a highly valued virtue on Dobu 

(Kuehling 2005: 72).  

Both Kuehling (2005: 230-235), and Thune (1980: 86-87), place emphasis on the 

relationship between a father and his children in their discussions of oboboma (see also 

Battaglia 1990: 77; Digim’Rina 1995: 44; Macintyre 1983a: 52-53). As described in the 

Introduction, men are not understood to be substantially related to their children. Ties of 
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filiation are instead optional and contingent on the personal initiative of a man to “work” 

in support of his wife and children (Kuehling 2005: 232). This “work”’ is what is 

described as “generosity” and “love”. Furthermore, a man’s children can return his 

“generosity” and “love” through acting as principal mourners in his mortuary feast and 

giving his matrilineage “Big Gifts”, both of which are also considered to be “work” 

(Kuehling 2005: 229, 234-235, 239, 240-241, 247; see also Digim’Rina 1995: 131; 

Thune 1980: 225-226). Thus, the relationship between a father and his children is 

“activated” through generalized reciprocity of “work”, which is classified as oboboma.    

Another relationship in which “gifts” are commonly named as “generosity”’ is 

that between muli (“kula partners”) (see Macintyre 1983a: 254 for a similar equation 

between the father’s contribution to his children and inter-island trade). When Kuehling 

(2005: 218-219) joined her Dobuan teachers on a kula expedition to Duau she described 

the wealth of food that her shipmates brought back home: 

Almost every participant of the trip brought back some baskets containing food, a 

farewell gift from the partner: yams, mangoes, pineapples, betel nuts, ‘mustard’, 
and other garden produce. Some people brought cuttings of flowers or shrubs they 

liked—special varieties that were not available on Dobu. Such gifts are not a form 
of barter (gimwane), nor are they regarded as exchange with delayed reciprocity. 
They are termed oboboma (‘out of love’) reflecting the friendship that exists—or 

is displayed for the sake of kula—between the partners.  

While Kuehling does emphasize that gifts given to a visiting kula partner are not regarded 

as “delayed reciprocity” they certainly do fit the description of “generalized reciprocity” 

provided by Sahlins (1972: 193-194)—which is characterized as only “putatively 

altruistic”—as it is also expected of the Dobuan kula players when their Duau partners 

eventually make a visit (Thune 1980: 200-201).  
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So, fatherhood and kula partnership are the two key relationships where oboboma 

is commonly used to describe “work” that is understood as “generosity”. The common 

feature between these two relationships is lack of matrilineal obligation, with both instead 

“activating” relationships with persons from other susu. For this reason, I argue that the 

distinction between oboboma and the more general paisewa is that the former is 

descriptive of “work” in contexts where exchange is thought to be optional and based on 

personal initiative. For instance, much “work” for one’s own matrilineage is “inevitable 

or given”, while fatherhood and kula partnership are “optional” (Kuehling 2005: 232). 

This is not to say that all intra-matrilineage bonds—such as that between a mother and 

child—do not involve “generosity”. In fact, it can be descriptive of gifts exchanged by 

matrilineal kin when they go beyond regular expectations of support for one another. 

Furthermore, there are obligations to “work” in some non-matrilineal relations, such as 

the responsibilities of in-marrying “spouses” to provide labour and food to their wives’ 

susu. Rather, I am contrasting fatherhood and kula partnership with matrilineal obligation 

to emphasize the importance of personal initiative in the exchange of oboboma to 

distinguish it from paisewa.   

3.1.3 Alamai’ita (“Self-Control”) 

The translation Lithgow and Lithgow (2006: 5) provide for ‘alama’i’ta’ is 

patience11. However, Kuehling (2005: 31) translates it to the virtue of “self-discipline”, or 

“self-control” (Kuehling 2005: 92, 2018: 178). She states that this virtue requires 

                                                                 
11 Lithgow and Lithgow (2006) also provide a slightly different spelling than Kuehling, alamai’ita (1998, 

2005). I follow the spelling from Kuehling henceforth.  
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concealing feelings which are anti-social—such as greed, anger, pride, or envy—but also 

positive expressions when displayed at inappropriate times (Kuehling 2005: 70). A 

pivotal moment where a person must display alamai’ita is when “working” for others. 

Kuehling (2005: 31; emphasis added) describes an interaction she had which helps to 

illustrate this: 

The spiky edges of the sago leaves that we were preparing for the roof of Jack’s 
house stung my hands. I complained to my friend Lele. She replied: Yes, you 

have thorns in your hand, me too. But we must not show it, because it would be 
like complaining. When we work for someone, we tell ourselves to just do it and 

stay quiet. Otherwise they might say that we are lazy.  

We can see from this admonishment that alamai’ita is closely linked to paisewa, because, 

in this case, it is about concealing pain or discomfort while “working” for someone else. 

Paisewa is thus the premier avenue for someone to demonstrate their alamai’ita 

(Kuehling 2005: 280-281; cf. Throop 2010: 192). Women are considered to be superior 

to men at displaying alamai’ita, in large part because of “their silent ‘work’ during 

childbirth” (Kuehling 2005: 90).  

This concept corresponds with Annette Weiner’s (1991) research with Trobriand 

Islanders on “hard words”. These are words spoken during instances where a person fails 

to conceal their inner feelings, instead overtly losing control of their emotions. Weiner 

(1991: 167) remarks that this ethic even demanded of her to “be generous and friendly to 

the very people I disliked intensely”. Throop (2010: 69, 181, 192) observed a similar 

concern on Yap with “self-governance”, where concealing emotions and expressions of 

pain is a virtuous character trait, particularly in the context of socially directed work. 

From this we see that concealment of inner states as a virtuous quality of an ethical 
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person is not localized to Dobu but appears in another kula network society (the 

Trobriands) and in a different Austronesian culture (Yap).   

Underlying the definition of alamai’ita is a conceptual division between a 

person’s hidden “inside” (sola–), and the outside face that they show (Kuehling 2005: 27, 

45, 2018: 174; cf. Munn 1986: 68). A person’s face then ideally should be a “calm 

surface” which conceals surreptitious anti-social thoughts. Siwalowa, translating to both 

“calm seas” and “peace”, is another Dobuan concept discussed by Kuehling (2014) which 

makes a similar conceptual distinction. Dobuans speak of “calm seas” as an “ideal 

surface” (Kuehling 2014: 278), which may only obscure a coming storm. In a similar 

vein, “peace” conceals hidden conflicts in the community carried out through secretive 

sorcery (Kuehling 2014: 277). For this reason, Fortune (1963: 137) describes Dobuan life 

as “a constant silent war” that exists “underneath the surface”. While Kuehling (2005: 

136) argues that Fortune overexaggerates the hostility of this “silent war”, sorcery 

practices are still carrying on despite the end of the previous system of inter-island 

warfare common in the region (Kuehling 2014; cf. Damon 1990: 68 regarding witchcraft 

on Woodlark Island after colonially instituted “peace”). 

3.2 Symbols Interacting with Other Symbols 

When discussing ethical life on Dobu, Kuehling (2005: 59-60) establishes a 

hierarchy of virtues: “The dominant requirement of ‘custom’ (bubuna Dobu) can be 

summarised as ‘respect’ (amayaba). To be a respectful person requires ‘self-discipline’ 

(alamai’ita) and ‘generosity’ (oboboma)”. While her comment does not explicitly include 

paisewa (“work”) it is strongly implied because “self-discipline” is principally displayed 
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while working for another and, as discussed above, “generosity” is optional paisewa that 

is contingent on personal initiative. Thus, what we have here is a hierarchy of ethical 

concepts, whereby amayaba is seen to have a position of eminence over paisewa, 

oboboma, and alamai’ita. However, for the purposes of my analysis here it is important 

to examine in more detail how these concepts relate to each other. 

In order to describe the relationship between these concepts, I conceptualize them 

as “symbols interacting with other symbols” (Wagner 1978: 21). Let us begin with 

alamai’ita, which stands apart from paisewa and oboboma in that it is not something 

exchanged but is rather the attitude accompanying a transaction. Kuehling (2005: 70) 

illustrates this by showing how rules of alamai’ita apply to everyday exchanges in the 

hamlet: 

the appropriate attitude of everyday exchanges is one of voluntary giving without 
any undertone of superiority or anger. It should be done in a friendly tone, with 

the head lowered, expressing sympathy and ‘respect’ towards the other, a humble 
gesture rather than as a display of wealth that can be interpreted as ‘showing off’.  

When we substitute everyday exchanges with two of its common forms—paisewa and 

oboboma—what she describes here is how a person’s alamai’ita serves to mark a gift as 

a proper instance of exchange. Conversely, if a person fails to display alamai’ita their gift 

would fail to be true paisewa or oboboma. Thus, alamai’ita interacts with paisewa and 

oboboma, signifying the virtue of the person performing those actions.  

All three concepts signify amayaba. As I have shown, displaying an attitude of 

alamai’ita indicates that an act of paisewa or oboboma is being done “respectfully”. 

However, amayaba is also spoken of as the motivation for, and the result of, paisewa. 
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This is illustrated in Kuehling’s (2005: 33; emphasis added) description of the 

relationship between a woman and her elderly mother:  

This form of generalised reciprocal exchange is often explained in terms of 
‘respect’, as the morally correct way to compensate a caregiver for the 
inconvenience by ‘working’ in return. ‘Work’ often thus becomes a moral duty, 

an expression of love and gratitude, as when caring for a frail relative or 
expressing grief by mourning the death of a paternal or affinal relative. 

Individuals who fail to conduct themselves appropriately in these contexts are 
branded as ‘disrespectful’.  

From this quote we see that the “work” of the child in assistance of her mother is a sign 

of “respect”, as it is a return on, and recognition of, the caregiver’s previous “work”. 

Furthermore, Kuehling’s (2005: 186-188) mentors equated relationships predicated on 

“generosity”—such as that between kula partners—as involving moral obligations to 

show “respect”, particularly during times when one’s kula partner is in mourning and 

preparing for a mortuary feast.  

 So, based on this ethnographic background, I posit that amayaba is semantically 

distinguished from paisewa and oboboma by the scale of social phenomena they 

describe. On one hand, paisewa and oboboma typically refer to specific and discrete 

events, such as the individual acts of care a mother provides her child during its infancy, 

or a young man who prepares his aging mother’s firewood. While on the other hand, 

amayaba tends to encompass the interpersonal relationship that exists between persons in 

its totality. For instance, amayaba would refer to the relationship of generalized 

reciprocity that exists between the woman and her mother, or that exists between kula 

partners.       
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 Those whose “character” is “hardworking”, “generous”, and “self-controlled”—

conducting their various relationships with “respect”—may eventually achieve the status 

of alawata (“wealthy”/“big” woman) or tai esa’esa (“wealthy”/“big” man). Kuehling 

(2005: 32) lists a table of gender-specific means of achieving renown. Activities for 

becoming alawata include managing and planting yams, looking after children and 

visitors, being active in the kula, and giving freely of food. Tai esa’esa are those men 

who are successful gardeners, canoe and house builders, fishermen, kula traders, and 

sorcerers. These are all examples of activities which are considered to be paisewa. Some 

of which, such as looking after visitors, being successful in kula, and giving freely of 

food are examples of activity which is oboboma, as they involve voluntary gift exchange 

with members of another matrilineage. 

Participation in the activities which characterize being alawata or tai esa’esa 

require the acquisition of specialized knowledge and access to resources. Inheritance of 

magical knowledge, which allows a person to be a successful sorcerer—in turn giving 

them an advantage as a gardener and kula trader—is predicated on the attitude displayed 

by youths while “working” for elders (Kuehling 2005: 120). Achieving control over “Big 

Gifts”—yams, pigs, and kula valuables—also depends on a person’s ale (“character”), 

particularly their paisewa and alamai’ita, which are the primary criteria employed in 

elders’ evaluation of their junior matrilineage members (Kuehling 2005: 91). 

Achievement of alawata or tai esa’esa status thus follows a recurring system of 

generalized reciprocity, whereby, young persons provide their seniors with paisewa, and 

receive return in the form of mentorship, magical spells, and access to “Big Gifts” (see 
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also Battaglia 1990: 80; Throop 2010: 141; Thune 1980: 107). Their achievement of high 

status due to their control over “Big Gifts” and magical spells in the future will afford 

them the ability to expect amayaba and paisewa from their juniors. Therefore, we can say 

a lifetime of showing amayaba results in a person achieving a status which demands 

“respect”. Even some new paths for achieving renown outside of the traditional status of 

alawata or tai esa’esa, are predicated on paisewa, such as fame earned through 

involvement in church activities, which is classified as “work” done for the Lord 

(Kuehling 2005: 153).  

As I have shown so far, the set of syntagmatic associations formed by amayaba, 

paisewa, oboboma, and alamai’ita appears to form “a heuristic theoretical order” 

(Wagner 1978: 23). Displays of alamai’ita, symbolized through a person’s control over 

their facial expressions, in turn signifies that an action of paisewa or oboboma is done 

with the proper attitude. Furthermore, discrete acts of paisewa and oboboma symbolize 

that a generalized relationship has been conducted with amayaba, particularly in the 

contexts of hierarchical relationships or kula partnership, both of which involve 

generalized reciprocity. All these concepts also interact with ale (“character”)—paisewa 

alena (“hardworking character”) (Kuehling 1998: 282), oboboma alena (“generous 

character”) (Kuehling 2005: 72), alamai’ita alena (“disciplined character”) (Kuehling 

1998: 282), and amayaba ale–(“respectful character”) (Kuehling 1998: 74)—hence also 

connecting them to persons as symbols as well; as they turn into the “roots”, “name”, or 

“fame” of those persons.                
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What can we conclude about the meaning of amayaba after an analysis of its 

relationship to its syntagms paisewa, oboboma, and alamai’ita? First, we can say that 

amayaba refers to generalized conduct within relationships, which is mediated by 

discrete events of paisewa and oboboma, both of which require alamai’ita in order to 

have the proper effect. Second, persons who properly conduct their relationships with the 

correct amount of paisewa or oboboma are seen as having a type of “character” that is 

“hardworking” or “generous”, which further entails that they are “respectful”. We can say 

that amayaba can be hierarchical, as many of the contexts (relationships) it is situated in 

involve persons with differentiated status. Yet, amayaba is also entrenched in a system of 

generalized reciprocity that demands a sense of balance in spite of hierarchy; paisewa, 

oboboma, and amayaba may be given as gifts to a mentor, however a return gift of 

amayaba in the form of knowledge and access to resources is expected as well. To add 

more depth to our understanding of amayaba and its syntagms, I will now analyze the 

meanings they attain in the specific context of the kula exchange.  

3.3 Talking about Kula, Talking about Amayaba 

They should know the ways of “respect” in the community, true kula. That’s one 
of the very important things which they should know. They don’t teach kula in 

school nowadays. Whereas in my time kula was taught at school and we learnt 
how to “respect” people, especially the elders. (Discussion with Millicent 

Laibobo, from Fergusson Island, March 2016. 

This quote is representative of the opinions of Dobuan elders that emerged from 

discussions we had while accompanying Kuehling on her research trip12. I would often 

                                                                 
12 I should acknowledge that the opinions of these elders are not representative of all Dobuans. For 

instance, Kuehling (2005: 203) explains that some younger people just getting into kula engage in a “new 

way” that is not characterized by the extreme hospitality and cordiality of traditional practice. This is 
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ask what they thought was the most important aspect of the kula that the young 

generation should learn. Their answers were constant in identifying amayaba as one of 

the most important of these things about kula. Thus, my analysis here examines the 

different meanings amayaba and its syntagms acquired in the context of kula exchange. 

However, due to limitations of space I only provide a sample of how these concepts 

operate in the kula, rather than providing a detailed analysis (see Kuehling 2005: 87-115, 

183-228, 2017b for a more detailed discussion).    

One of these elders, Millicent Laibobo—a retired elementary school principal 

now living on the Bwaiowa coast of Fergusson Island—presented amayaba and kula to 

be in a recursive relationship, whereby kula motivates people to act with “respect” and 

being “respectful” is to maintain “true” kula. The title of this section is in recognition of 

Laibobo and her Dobuan compatriots’ interpretations of the relationship between 

amayaba and kula. Ona’une refers to discussions between partners about kula related 

news (Kuehling 1998: 241-245), and as amayaba is about kula, ona’une entails talking 

about “respect”. To begin this section, I provide a brief description of the kula. This is 

followed by a discussion of how ethics and especially amayaba factor into Dobuan kula.  

Since Bronislaw Malinowski’s (1922) pioneering Argonauts of the Western 

Pacific, and Marcel Mauss’s (1990) The Gift, the kula has been a classic object of 

ethnographic analysis, often being used as an example of gift exchange with delayed 

reciprocity (Campbell 1978; Damon 1983b; Digim’Rina 1995; Fortune 1963; Kuehling 

                                                                 
particularly evident when those people have spent time away “in town”, either in the provincial capital 

Alotau or the national capital Port Moresby.     
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2005; Leach and Leach 1983; Macintyre 1983a, 1983b; Munn 1986; Thune 1980, 1983). 

In his introduction to the kula, Jerry Leach (1983: 1) describes the “essence” of it being 

the “clockwise circulation of necklace valuables (veguwa or bagi; Malinowski’s soulava) 

around a ‘ring’ of islands; the necklaces are handed on from individual to individual in 

exchange for armshells (mwali) which circulate anti-clockwise around the same ‘ring’”. 

This exchange network connects many of the islands scattered throughout the Massim 

region of Papua New Guinea (Kuehling 2017b: 182).    

The kula is deeply interwoven in social action of the societies which participate in 

it. For instance, kula and mortuary feasting in the Massim region converge in an 

incredibly complex way (see Damon and Wagner 1989). An example of this is the now 

defunct practice on Muyuw (Woodlark Island) of burying high ranking kula players with 

all, or only some, of their kitoum—a special class of personally owned kula valuables —

as a grandiose display of wealth (Damon 1990: 77-79; see Damon 1983b for more on 

Muyuw kitoum or Kuehling 2005: 183-, 2017b for the Dobu cognate of this concept)13.  

Gardening is the most important arena of social action which kula intersects with, 

as success in the kula depends largely upon a person’s ability to host their partners and 

provide them with plenty to eat (Kuehling 2017b: 183-184; cf. Damon 1990: 90; Munn 

1986: 51). Laibobo and my other Dobuan teachers all stressed to me the importance of 

having high-quality yams to feed a visiting kula partner. Having yams available to feed a 

guest is so significant that Damon (1983a: 41) remarked that being good at gardening is 

                                                                 
13 Kuehling informed me that Kiriwina born anthropologist Linus S. Digim’Rina buried a kula shell in his 

father’s grave.  
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roughly “half of what being in the Kula requires”. A common warning frequently 

attributed to the father of Trobriand born anthropologist Digim’Rina was that if his 

children didn’t keep up with gardening they would lose the kula; the two are integrally 

related14. 

The role of women in the kula is highly appreciated by Dobuans (Kuehling 2005: 

90, 191); this contrasts with Malinowski (1922) who does not refer to their involvement 

at all. Laibobo, for instance, talked at great length to me about their role as hostesses, 

while Kuehling (2005: 90, 191) has remarked on Dobuan women’s long-standing status 

as traders. In fact, speaking from a more contemporary perspective, she states that “today 

some women participate in almost every region of the kula” (Kuehling 2005: 191; see 

also Damon 1990: 90). However, Kuehling (2005: 98) does discuss how there is a 

disproportionate amount of Dobuan men active in the kula relative to women. This is due 

to it being the sole avenue for men to achieve a “big name”, while women have the added 

option of acquiring fame through managing yams (Kuehling 2005: 98). 

 While much has been written on the economics, mythology, history, and structure 

of kula exchange—different ways of doing kula, categories and classifications of 

valuables, the relation between different islands, local and region-wide ‘fame’, and so 

forth—little has been written about the ethics of interaction which govern this practice. 

This is largely due to a lack of sustained empirical interest in the topic (see Laidlaw 2014: 

10 on this being prominent in anthropology generally). There is, however, the occasional 

                                                                 
14 In fact, Digim’Rina puts exemplary effort into maintaining an extensive yam garden while residing in 

Port Moresby as a professor at University of Papua New Guinea. 
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comments in the literature which describe interactions between kula partners. In 

Argonauts, for instance, Malinowski (1922: 359) discusses how during transactions the 

recipient of a valuable will try to “belittle the thing received, while the donor will “praise 

its value”. As well, Munn (1986: 158) describes that Gawans conceptualize a visiting 

kula partner as giving respect to his partner by calling in at his home.  

Macintyre’s (1983a: 241-251) research stands out as a counter-example to this 

general trend, as she analyzes the analogical relationship between affinal interaction and 

kula etiquette on Tubetube. She bases this observation on the fact that they are both 

governed by the same rules of interaction, which include stipulations such as: “they may 

not stand upright in each other’s presence on any formal occasion (such as a feast); they 

may not eat from the same pot, or joke and tease in ways which might be construed as 

disrespectful” (Macintyre 1983a: 241). Macintyre’s (1983a: 241, 243, 248-249) relatively 

pronounced focus on ethics of interaction in kula could be due to regional differences in 

exchange etiquette, as southern trade is much more predicated on respectful congeniality 

relative to its northern counterparts15.   

Kuehling’s (2005: 2) Dobuan ethnography is notable among research with 

societies in the kula network as it has a sustained theoretical focus on ethics. Her analysis 

of kula frequently makes reference to the ethical concepts we have already examined—

amayaba, paisewa, oboboma, alamai’ita—thus, bringing them into the context of kula. 

The following discussion focuses on how these ethics operate in the context of kula. 

                                                                 
15 Macintyre’s distinction here follows a similar logic as Seligman’s (1910) and Malinowski’s (1922) 

divisions of the region as having separate northern and southern sections.  
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However, it is important to note that it reflects the highly idealized notion of what kula 

should be, rather than the actual complex relationships it is constituted of. So, due to the 

scope of this thesis, I do not provide negative examples which demonstrate the antitheses 

of these virtues16.  

In a Dobuan perspective, kula valuables are seen to be symbols of a person’s 

paisewa (Kuehling 2005: 87-115, 183-228; compare to Munn 1986: 154 for Gawa). This 

is because control over valuables can only be achieved through “work”, while also the 

process of giving them away in exchange falls within the semantic parameters of paisewa 

(Kuehling 2005: 91-92, 2017b: 182-183). Participating in overseas kula expeditions, 

which is physically and emotionally challenging, is also conceptualized as paisewa 

(Kuehling 2005: 182).  

Furthermore, being a successful Dobuan kula trader requires a person to make 

certain they display alamai’ita at all times. A lesson given to Kuehling (2005: 194) by 

one of her Dobuan teachers when on an expedition to Duau is illustrative of this:  

When you go to Duau, there is no toilet on the small boat. You stay for a long 

time and want to have a piss and take a proper rest, but you can’t. So with your 
alamai’ita you simply wait and stay quiet without complaining or pissing 
anywhere. That’s what alamai’ita means.  

Alamai’ita is also required during the exchange of a high-ranking kula valuable, as the 

recipient is expected to maintain an embarrassed appearance, looking down, while 

pretending to be occupied with another task (Kuehling 2005: 216). 

                                                                 
16 For a discussion of the surreptitious scheming and plotting which permeates the kula see Damon (1983a), 

or Kuehling (2017b). Furthermore, Munn’s  (1990) article on kula and witchcraft provides a detailed and 

vivid account of the “darker side” of kula, explicating the feelings of hostility, jealousy, and anger it can 

evoke, while describing the social sanctions that are the consequences of negative exchange practices.    
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The ethic of amayaba has a pivotal role in the kula. Kuehling (2005: 186) 

discusses how the paisewa of maintaining inherited kula partnerships is a form of 

amayaba performed by the living in their relationship with their ancestors. Kula partners 

are also morally obliged to show “respect” for each other through participating in “group 

activities related to mortuary feasting, such as ‘opening’ up the region after a prohibition 

to honour the name of a deceased big man or woman by symbolically restarting kula 

exchange” (Kuehling 2005: 186-188).  

The typical context for social interaction in the kula is a visit from an overseas 

kula partner, which tests the ability of the hosting family to properly display the required 

virtues of paisewa, oboboma, and alamai’ita to maintain a relationship characterized by 

amayaba (Kuehling 2005: 207-212). This is because they are expected to host the visiting 

partner magnanimously, Kuehling (2005: 207) vividly describes the feeling of being a 

guest of a kula partner:  

A bath in a clear river, plenty of water to wash clothing, good quality food, betel 

in abundance, friendly faces and no need to get up and do any work. All these 
factors combine to make life good despite the strangeness of the place. A host has 

to sit next to his partner, serve sweet tea and scones, maintain a pleasant 
atmosphere and see to all his partner’s possible needs, whether spoken or not, by 
delegating most tasks to his helpers. Domestic arguments among the hosts are 

suppressed and a show of harmony and ‘respect’ is maintained to honour the 
visitor.  

From this description we see that the host family must be “hardworking” and “generous” 

as seen in the gifts of food, betel, and tea that they provide. They must have “self-

control” by displaying only friendly faces, maintaining a pleasant atmosphere, 

suppressing domestic arguments, and being prepared to host many visitors arriving at any 
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time of day (or night). All of this combines to show “respect”, which honours the visiting 

kula partner.  

There are various tasks that must be delegated within a hosting family. In order to 

show “respect” to a visiting partner a host needs a small battalion of helpers: “girls who 

prepare and serve the food, do the dishes and laundry, prepare the beds, fetch water, 

sweep the hamlet, supervise the children and do errands; and boys who catch fish, bring 

firewood and climb for coconut and betel” (Kuehling 2005: 192). During my discussion 

with Laibobo (personal communication March 25, 2016), she outlined in detail what is 

expected from different members of a family when a kula partner visits. She stressed that 

adolescent boys are expected to climb for betel nut and coconut, however she specified to 

me that they are to do this immediately at the partner’s arrival—without prompt or 

complaint—and that they should be prepared to anticipate any shortages. Adolescent 

daughters are expected to help their mother with the female tasks, which are listed above. 

A mother should coordinate the various helpers, while silently preparing food for her 

husband and his guest. She should not ask her husband for any assistance in these tasks. 

Furthermore, she must be prepared to promptly silence any young children in the 

household who are crying or are otherwise loudly demanding attention.   

In Keane’s (2016: 114-117) discussion of the Sumbanese concept dewa—which 

he treats as analogous to philosophical understandings of dignity—he positions it within 

the context of ceremonial gift exchange. The Dobuan concept which I argue is the best 

analogy for dignity is ale, insofar as it references a person’s “name” or “fame”. The 

notion that “fame” has conceptual importance in the kula appears not only on Dobu, but 
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in other societies of the Massim as well (see for example Damon 1990: 90, Damon 2005: 

80; Kuehling 2005: 87-115; Munn 1986; Young 1983a: 20-24). One of Kuehling’s (2017: 

203) Dobuan mentors described fame as “the reward for being a regular participant in 

kula expeditions and an excellent host to kula partners, building a reputation as someone 

who is trustworthy, generous, intelligent, and resourceful”; essentially someone who acts 

with amayaba to all their kula partners through their paisewa. Furthermore, Kuehling 

(2005: 88, 2017: 203) also states that holding kula valuables, particularly high-ranking 

ones, are indicative of a person’s “fame”. Thus, the path to “fame” requires a person to 

conduct their relationships with amayaba, and in return their “fame” will be recognized 

through “respect” appearing in the form of high-ranking kula valuables and returned 

hospitality.    

From this we can see that the ethics of paisewa, oboboma, alamai’ita, and 

amayaba are important in the overarching context of kula. Valuables can be 

conceptualized as symbolic of a person’s “work”, “generosity”, and “respect”, while the 

various contexts of interaction that are subsumed under kula serve as an opportunity for 

people to display these virtues. Furthermore, “fame” can only be achieved through 

properly displaying amayaba in kula practice, which induces others to recognize that 

“fame” through acts which signify that “respect” has been returned. 

3.4 Conventions of the Ethical Concept Amayaba 

In the previous chapter I presented the philosophical and anthropological 

conceptualization of “virtue” as relatively synonymous with the Dobuan concept ale 

(“character”), which is the overarching category which amayaba, paisewa, oboboma, and 
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alamai’ita fall under. Here I compare claims made by anthropologists adopting a virtue 

ethics inspired approach with our resulting portrait of these Dobuan concepts to examine 

the implications of this analogy.  

To begin I draw attention to the relatively similar line of reasoning which 

underlies the concept of alamai’ita and Keane’s (2010: 68) argument that:  

To one who is in the midst of action, the entire range of possible explanations for 
other people’s actions and possible outcomes of one’s own can never be fully 

apparent. Lacking the view from nowhere, people are likely to find themselves 
responding to the surfaces of things, to their forms or semiotic modalities.  

His argument is based on the idea that because we cannot know the contents of each 

other’s minds we are ultimately just “surfaces to one another” (Keane 2010: 69). Keane 

(2016: 124-128, cf. 2010: 71) further elaborates on this notion in his discussion of 

“opacity doctrines”, which are beliefs found in Melanesia and other areas of the Pacific 

that “it is impossible or at least extremely difficult to know what other people think or 

feel” (Robbins and Rumsey 2008: 407-408). He draws from research on opacity doctrines 

to make the claim that they are not about the “knowability of inner thoughts, as an 

epistemological problem, but on the capacity to hide them, as a practical, ethical, and 

political problem” (Keane 2016: 126).   

 Keane’s notion corresponds to the meaning of alamai’ita which I have elaborated 

on here, as it is predicated on the idea that each person has a hidden inside and a public 

face they show. What “self-control” does then is treat Keane’s argument as not only an 

ethical problem but names it as a virtue; persons display their exemplary character by 

expertly manipulating which semiotic modalities are made available for others to respond 

to. This conception of virtuous comportment is similar to that observed by Throop (2010: 
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103) in Yap, where there is “a disconnect between individual expression and an 

individual’s inner life”, that is maintained by the virtue of “self-governance” (Throop 

2010: 69, 181, 192).  

  Keane’s discussion of the classic example of “the gift” helps us to better 

understand the relationship alamai’ita has with paisewa and oboboma. As a starting point 

for this analysis he cites Mauss’s (1990: 1) statement that in gift exchange: “The form 

usually taken is that of the gift generously offered; but the accompanying behaviour is 

formal pretence and social deception, while the transaction itself is based on obligation”. 

From this Keane (2010: 70) argues that there must be certain “formal properties of an 

action” which frame it as a gift. To support this argument, he refers to his research in 

Sumba, where certain transactions have “no moral consequences, no socially binding 

debt, no ethical virtue accrued to the giver, no recognition accorded to the recipient” if 

the participants do not replicate certain procedural norms (Keane 2010: 70; emphasis 

added). This observation corresponds to the relationship that alamai’ita has with the gifts 

paisewa and oboboma, as a person displaying “self-control” is a “formal property of 

actions” (“work” or “generosity”) which frames them as proper gifts. Therefore, we can 

also say that alamai’ita is a semiotic modality which marks an exchange as paisewa or 

oboboma.  

Furthermore, because Keane (2010: 69) marks gifts as “social interactions that are 

mediated by material things”, we can argue that “work” and “generosity” are also 

semiotic modalities that persons respond to and deploy in discrete ethical encounters. As 

I have discussed earlier they would in turn signify that the donor is conducting the 
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generalized relationship with “respect” (amayaba). Arguably then this is a sequence of 

modalities in which alamai’ita marks an action as paisewa or oboboma, which then 

stands for a relationship conducted with amayaba.  

As the sequence of this syntagmatic chain has its beginning in alamai’ita, its 

emphasis on the opacity of minds further applies to paisewa, oboboma, and amayaba. 

Therefore, looking at the implications of this syntagmatic chain, I find the conceptual 

distinction between a “stative verb” and an “active verb” useful for thinking about the 

meaning of amayaba (see Keesing 1985 who uses these classifications of verbs in his 

discussion of mana). I hold amayaba and its syntagms would be active verbs and not 

stative verbs, as they are exterior actions which explicitly do not refer to an inner state of 

being.     

In this chapter I have examined the meaning of amayaba and its syntagms as both 

descriptive of social action and a person’s ale (“character”). I have treated the 

relationship between the two ways of conceptualizing these concepts as occurring in a 

rather linear fashion. Alamai’ita signals that an act of paisewa or oboboma is being done 

properly, which in turn marks that a relationship is conducted with amayaba; people then 

discern that a person’s character is “self-controlled”, “hardworking”, “generous”, and 

“respectful” from these actions. However, these concepts do not always follow from each 

other so neatly. For instance, Kuehling (personal communication March 2, 2017) 

described a married couple on Dobu where both partners were promiscuous in their extra-

marital affairs. She told me that oboboma was used to describe the ale (“character”) of 

both partners owing to this behaviour. However, as their oboboma is misplaced, 
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effectively “activating” the wrong relationships, this does not result in them being 

considered as “respectful”.  

Looking back on the above analysis of amayaba and its syntagms it is evident that 

they are representative of Lambek’s (2010a: 10) argument for “ordinary ethics”, as they 

are applied in numerous contexts (or relationships) where they appear as “[modalities] of 

social action”. This “ordinary” quality is most evident in how all these ethical concepts 

effectively double as gift categories, resulting in Dobuan understandings of ethics 

blending into gift exchange practices and relational personhood.  

It is also important to note that the Dobuan understanding of amayaba here 

corresponds with Finkelstein’s (2008) definition of freely given “respect”, which he 

contrasts with coerced “deference”. While, someone having noteworthy ale (“name” or 

“fame”) results in them more frequently being the recipient of amayaba, this received 

conduct is not coerced. Rather, Dobuan understandings of amayaba are predicated on 

generalized reciprocity, which is “putatively altruistic” (Sahlins 1972: 193-194), thus 

signaling that it is understood to be freely given.  

So, what can we now say about the meaning of amayaba? First, I posit that it is 

not an inner disposition but an externally performed action, otherwise put, it is an active 

rather than stative verb. As an action amayaba is the resulting product of a sequence of 

practices, with alamai’ita being a semiotic modality that marks an event as paisewa and 

oboboma, while these latter two indicate a generalized relationship is being conducted 

with “respect”. These concepts refer to more than just social action as they also 

potentially describe the ale (“character”) of the people who perform them. These 
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concepts are “ordinary”, appearing as modalities in all contexts for social action on Dobu. 

However, as all social action on Dobu is understood as gift exchange, these concepts are 

all gift categories as well as ethical categories.  
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Chapter 4: The Mythological Dimension of Amayaba17 

 In the previous chapter, which examined the meaning of amayaba in conventional 

symbolic usage, I argued it is a gift that is the culmination of a syntagmatic sequence 

punctuated by the modalities alamai’ita (“self-control”), paisewa (“work”), and oboboma 

(“generosity”). Here I analyze the Dobuan “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa”, a story which 

pits the exploits of a hero named Amayaba against those of his villain brother Gagasa 

(“Pride” or “Arrogance”) (see Lithgow and Lithgow 2006: 5, 13 for translations). This 

myth is analyzed as a metaphor that makes a commentary on social life through creating 

its own “unique experiential world” (Wagner 1978: 38). Furthermore, this story is 

partially driven by the actions of a character who is named after the concept amayaba, 

which establishes an analogy equating his actions with the virtue he is named for. I 

follow Wagner’s (1978, 1986) theory of symbolic obviation as a theoretical framework 

for this exercise. However, before examining this tale I will first provide some 

background information regarding how this story is locally classified.   

 Furthermore, I will demonstrate that this tale interprets the Dobuan manifestation 

of Strathern’s (1988: 13-15) dividual person or Wagner’s (1991, 2001) fractal person, 

both referenced previously in Chapter 2 of this thesis. The former treats identity as 

composing a “unity of a number of persons conceptualized as a group or set” that is 

“achieved through eliminating what differentiates them” (Strathern 1988: 14); while the 

latter defines persons as “never a unit standing in relation to an aggregate, or an aggregate 

                                                                 
17 The title of this chapter is an allusion to Weiner’s  (1988) The Heart of the Pearl Shell: The Mythological 

Dimension of Foi Sociality.  
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standing in relation to a unit, but always an entity with relationship integrally implied” 

(Wagner 1991: 163).    

4.1 Classifying the “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” 

 In Wagner’s study of Daribi myth, Lethal Speech (1978), he places emphasis on 

explaining local practices of categorizing myth (see also Young 1983a: 11-12; Weiner 

1988: 150-154)18. As Kuehling (personal communication October 2017) informed me, in 

Dobuan classification the “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” would be an emwasala 

tubudao (or “stories of our ancestors”), a moral story or tale (see also Lithgow and 

Lithgow 2006: 10, 26), which is contrasted with tetela, “history” or “origin myth” 

(Kuehling 2017: 185; cf. Thune 1980: 287; Macintyre 1983a: 138). In a conversation 

with Kuehling (personal communication November 2016), I learnt that the “Tale of 

Amayaba and Gagasa” is frequently recited to young children. This distinguishes this 

story from tetela, which are kept secret by the matrilineages which own them (Kuehling 

2017b: 185; see also Fortune 1963: 95).  

 However, despite following locally produced practices for categorizing myth, the 

“Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” is notable for employing a widespread trope—morally 

contrasting brothers. This trope is not unique to Melanesia (see Moutu 2013: 115-116; 

Wagner 1978: 147; Weiner 1988: 186) or the Pacific (see Throop 2010: 58-59), instead 

commonly appearing throughout the world (see for instance Romulus and Remus, Cain 

and Abel, Prometheus and Epimetheus, among others). Yet, while widespread, the 

                                                                 
18 In fact, the body chapters of this book are divided based on Daribi modes of classifying stories.   
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different manifestations of this general form evoke ideas particular to the social context 

from which they emerge. For instance, Moutu (2013: 115-116) notes that the Iatmul 

version of the fraternal distinction operates through a local conceptual distinction 

between yuphut (“life”) and undumbu (“death”). I will demonstrate how the “Tale of 

Amayaba and Gagasa” bases the divergence between the two brothers on Dobuan ethical 

classifications—amayaba and gagasa (“arrogance”)—while further evoking local 

understandings of matrilineal kinship and personhood.  

 In his analysis of Kalauna (Goodenough/Nidula Island, Milne Bay Province, 

Papua New Guinea) myth, Young (1983a: 10-11) discusses how anthropological studies 

of mythology tend to treat it as “objectified thought”. He recognizes two distinct ways 

this occurs. Epitomizing the first of these objectifications is Lévi-Strauss’s (1963) 

canonical formula for the structural analysis of myth, as it abstracts specific stories from 

their context of production to be compared cross-culturally (see also Geertz 1973a on 

Lévi-Strauss). Wagner’s (1978) Lethal Speech is representative of the second, subtler 

means of objectifying mythic thought, as, while he situates myths firmly in Daribi 

ethnographic contexts, Wagner ultimately treats stories as “crystallizations of cultural 

themes and social experiences” (Young 1983: 10).        

 Conversely, Young’s (1983a: 10) analysis is intimately concerned with 

connecting stories to their “mythologer”, as his study examines the Kalauna practice of 

providing biographical narratives through telling myths detailing the lives of patrilineal 

ancestors. Based on this Kalauna means of giving a personal account, Young (1983a: 20) 
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remarked that for them myth is a mirror, where storytellers “recreate their heroes in their 

own images”. 

 During one of the community meetings I attended while accompanying Kuehling 

on the 2016 research trip I had an opportunity to briefly meet the man who had told her 

the version of the “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” which I will analyze here. This man 

spoke little during the meeting, but when he did he expressed his concerns regarding 

practices in the kula which alienate one’s kula partner (“cheating”), therefore placing a 

high value on amayaba. However, as there are evidently those who value “cheating” as a 

form of social practice (see also Fortune 1963: Chapter V), it is necessary to stress that 

this man—and the stories he tells—represents a specific subjective perspective. I am not 

hypothesizing that it is objectified Dobuan thought. Thus, my analysis here will not 

capture some generalized definition of amayaba. Rather it provides an example of how a 

common story has been employed as a means of producing a subjective narrative about 

“respect”.     

4.2 “The Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” 

There was once a married couple who had two sons. One was named Amayaba and the 
other Gagasa. One morning Amayaba was fishing and encountered a huge heron while 

paddling by a small island near Dobu. He shared friendly pleasantries with the heron who 
reciprocated by directing him to an island where he would get ‘something nice’. He then 

came upon another island where he met a giant crab who, after a similarly pleasant 
conversation, told Amayaba that he will meet an old woman on a nearby island and that 
he must obey her every command. 

Amayaba arrived on that island, and saw the old woman walking back from her garden 
carrying a very heavy basket and firewood. He swiftly jumped into action, offering to 

carry her basket and firewood with an extremely friendly attitude. When they arrived at 
her hamlet he then offered to prepare and cook their food. She then asked him to sweep 
the hamlet, which he did promptly. Even when she asked him to help her wash he 

followed her commands.  
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The two of them ate dinner together and told stories. During dinner she directed him to 
go grab a particular coconut, from a specific tree, following certain rules. He was then 

told to place the coconut in the back of his canoe and paddle away. She told him the 
coconut will explode three times, and that he is not to look back until the final explosion. 

He followed her commands to the letter, grabbing the correct coconut and complying 
with all her stipulations. When he heard the third explosion he turned around in his 
canoe: sitting where the coconut had once been was an indescribably beautiful woman. 

Amayaba told this woman he will take her to his home to be his wife, and then placed her 
in the front of his canoe in a position of honour.  

When he arrived at his home he was greeted by his parents and Gagasa, who asked him 
where he came upon his new wife. Amayaba only told them that he met an old woman 
who gave him one of her daughters. Gagasa then boasted that he will go and find the 

same old woman and bring home a wife as well.  

So, the next day Gagasa set out in his canoe. He encountered the same heron and crab as 

his brother. However, he spoke to them rudely, so they did not reciprocate with advice as 
they did the day before. He then arrived at the old woman’s island and saw the old 
woman carrying her basket and firewood, but he did not offer her assistance. When she 

asked him to carry her load he refused, yelling at her: “I didn’t come here to help you at 
all! I only came here to get my wife!” When they arrived at her hamlet he prepared their 

dinner, but only after more hostile protesting. He did the same when she asked him to 
help her wash. 

They then sat and ate their dinner. She gave him the same instructions as Amayaba the 

day before. Unlike Amayaba he did not finish his food before leaving. He then went and 
grabbed the coconut, placed it in the back of his canoe, and left the island. However, he 

failed to properly follow her commands, having turned around after the second explosion. 
When he turned around he saw the most revolting appearing woman he had ever seen—
she was very large, with white hair, and was covered in pus-oozing sores. Gagasa became 

angry with her, and yelled that she should jump out of his canoe. This started an 
argument which resulted in a physical confrontation which upturned the canoe. They 

eventually reached the beach of his family’s hamlet, fighting all the way.  

Gagasa ultimately decided to take her as his wife. Both brothers then lived in their hamlet 
with their wives. But, while Amayaba was gentle and respectful to his wife, Gagasa was 

abusive and neglectful. The wife of Amayaba felt pity for her sister, so she hatched a plan 
to help her. One day when Amayaba, Gagasa, and their parents went to the garden both 

sisters stayed back in the hamlet feigning illness. While the hamlet was vacant the sisters 
got on a canoe and paddled back to their mother’s island, leaving both brothers wifeless. 
(Abridged from Kuehling 1998: 329-336; see Appendix 1 for a more detailed 

translation). 

 This myth takes for granted several aspects of Dobuan sociality which have yet to 

be analyzed in this thesis. Therefore, a discussion of the “reality” that this myth 
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presupposes is required before analysis. This will not only consider how the “reality” in 

the myth reflects the world of Dobu, but how it also creates “its own world in 

contradistinction” (Wagner 1978: 33).  

  While the previous chapter discussed amayaba and its relation to paisewa 

(“work”), oboboma (“generosity”), and alamai’ita (“self-discipline”), all of which are 

exemplified by Amayaba’s actions, it did not discuss its conceptual antithesis—gagasa. 

To have a character that is gagasa is to effectively embody lack of amayaba and 

oboboma (Kuehling 2005: 117), applying to people who are boastful about their 

achievements and do not share their goods. Kuehling (2005: 90) characterizes it as an 

“arrogant pride” in contrast to “legitimate happiness and pride”. Accusing someone of 

being gagasa is to imply that they have made unjustified claims of social superiority over 

others (Kuehling 2005: 162), or that they act in an overbearing manner (Fortune 1963: 

171). Both Macintyre (1983a: 245-247) for Tubetube, and Thune (1980: 386) for Duau, 

have noted the presence of a concept named gagasa referring to a prideful or arrogant 

person. Macintyre (1983a: 247) discusses how it is considered gagasa to directly 

reference any exchange at hand, something which Gagasa repeatedly does when 

justifying his actions as “mwanegu manuna” (“for my wife”) (see Appendix 1).     

 However, while speaking rudely, Gagasa is not wholly inaccurate in portraying 

his assistance of the old woman as “for his wife”. In fact, the paisewa (“work”) the 

brothers do for the old woman could be conceptualized as analogous to the gardening 

labours a man does for his prospective wife’s matrilineage leading up to a marriage 

(Kuehling 2005: 290; cf. Fortune 1963: 24ff).    
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 Furthermore, the physical appearance of the brothers’ wives presupposes Dobuan 

conceptualizations of the relationship between social conduct and physical appearance, 

which further incorporates views regarding witchcraft and sorcery. In Dobuan 

understanding, a person being “ugly” and having any visible illness is attributed to their 

“bad” and “ignorant” behaviour (Kuehling 2005: 124, 131; cf. Fortune 1932: 136, 176-

177). Health and beauty, in contrast with ugliness and disease, is associated with good, 

respectful conduct (Kuehling 2005: 124). Kuehling’s observations on Dobu are similar to 

those made by Strathern and Strathern (1971: 132-136, 162-164) with Melpa (West 

Highlands, Papua New Guinea) people, and Weiner (1988: 72) with Foi (Lake Kutubu, 

Papua New Guinea), where the health of skin is also a medium for judging the character 

of people.   

 Dobuan understandings of physical appearance reflecting virtue are linked to their 

causal understandings of sickness and death, which are seen to be precipitated in the 

activities of witches and sorcerers (Kuehling 2005: 27, 50, 122, 2014). This magical 

punishment is classified as maisa (“repayment”) for a person’s “bad conduct” (Kuehling 

2005: 118). Thus, Kuehling characterizes Dobuan understandings of retributive 

witchcraft and sorcery as an avenue with which to enforce ethical principles to encourage 

“good conduct” (Kuehling 2005: 132, 157).  

 It is important to note here that the old woman whom Amayaba and Gagasa 

encounter on the island is certainly a witch (Kuehling 1998: 334n). Specifically, she 

would be classified as what Thune (1980: 176-178) called a “non-human”, or “bush-

witch” (welabana gaula) (cf. Róheim 1948: 284 on werebana mitawa [“witches of the 
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jungle”]). This is in contrast to ordinary Dobuan women, all of whom are assumed to be 

capable of an alternative state where they are a witch (welabana) (Kuehling 2005: 53-54). 

The majority of “bush-witches” are eldritch and monstrous creatures which antagonize 

and kill humans; however, Thune (1980: 177) notes that some of them have good 

intentions in their relationships with travelers. An example of this is the relationship 

between the old woman and Amayaba, as she rewards his good conduct with a beautiful 

wife. The ugly and diseased appearance of Gagasa’s wife is a metaphor for her negative 

“repayment” of his bad conduct, afflicting his spouse with her retribution rather than his 

own physical body. It is also interesting to point out that Fortune (1963: 150) remarked 

that accidents, such as a canoe tipping, are also often causally attributed to witches.     

 The marriage alliance between a “bush-witch” matrilineage and a human one in 

“The Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” is representative of Young’s (1988: 1) observation 

that “myths explore alterity”. However, as it employs locally produced concepts and 

tropes (amayaba, gagasa, matriliny, and “bush-witches”) this “‘alterity is grounded in the 

actual, and takes shape—often following a negative contour—by alluding to what people 

assume to exist in their taken-for-granted world” (Young 1988: 1).     

 There are other ways in which the “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” makes use of 

this “alterity” to transmit ethical understandings. One such aspect of the story is the 

patrilocal residence of the brothers, because, as mentioned in the introduction, the general 

trend on Dobu is towards matrilocal habitation (Kuehling 2005: 62). This results in the 

brothers residing as toni asa (“owners”) in the hamlet hierarchy, in contrast to their wives 

who are subordinate aiyai (“spouses”). Kuehling (2005: 63) notes that deviant patrilocal 
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residence is a common motif in Dobuan stories, with the tales often suggesting that living 

in such a manner subverts ideals of social harmony (see also Macintyre 1988: 189).     

 Furthermore, Kuehling (personal communication November 2016) noted that the 

conduct of Amayaba and Gagasa are hyperbolic renderings of their namesakes, rather 

than accurate representations. For instance, she told me that it is considered degrading for 

a young man to carry a strange woman’s basket, or even sweep the hamlet, let alone help 

an old woman wash! Likewise, Gagasa’s bad conduct is inflated. Kuehling put emphasis 

on his statement when first seeing Amayaba’s wife: “Mwao enega waine u ewana?” (or 

“where did you take this female thing”; see Appendix 1). She remarked that this 

statement is considered very rude on Dobu because it avoids possessives, which would 

imply that Gagasa is intentionally failing to recognize Amayaba’s relationship with his 

wife. Other examples of his exaggerated gagasa are his overuse of emphasizing words, 

his aforementioned constant emphasis that his actions are “for his wife”, and his 

aggressive and insulting remarks (see Appendix 1).  

4.3 Analysis of the “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” 

 Throughout my analysis of the “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” I treat the 

different relationships which the titular characters and their wives “activate”—

brotherhood, sisterhood, groom/mother-in- law, toni asa (“owner”)/aiyai (“spouse”)—as 

the constituent units of the story’s plot. These relationships will be charted on a diagram, 

which both Wagner (1978; 1986) and Weiner (1988) have used in their analyses of myth 

(see fig. 3). The end of this diagram is the dotted arrow extending from relationship (F) to 

relationship (A), this signals a return to the initial relationship which opens a myth which 
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Fig. 3: Diagram used in obviational analysis (based on Wagner 1978: 37) 
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results in it being a “dialectical movement that closes when it returns to its beginning 

point” (Wagner 1986: xi). The purpose of this diagram is to present a “deductive 

construction depicting the implications and interrelationships of a set of events that are 

themselves relations” (Wagner 1978: 48). However, Wagner (1978: 48) cautions that 

what the diagram (and resulting analysis) presents is merely the shape of the 

anthropologist’s interpretation. Thus, one should not apply it as a positivist principle that 

has independent explanatory potential. Rather, it is a method of deconstruction which 

assists in visualizing the different events of this myth to allow reflection on how they 

interrelate. In fact, it was the tool which I used when thinking through the “Tale of 

Amayaba and Gagasa” while working on this thesis.  

 Furthermore, my presentation of this myth examines how it elicits a dialectical 

relationship between two seemingly distinct concepts, matrilineal self-similarity and ale 

(“character”, “name”, “fame”, “roots”). The end result of this dialectic is the subsumption 

of ale as a component of matrilineal identity. Matrilineal identity is initially employed as 

what Wagner (1978: 35; cf. Weiner 1988: 10-11) would term a “collectivizing” 

metaphor, as it is used to recognize the self-similar identity of Amayaba and Gagasa. 

However, we should keep in mind that while the matrilineage is generally employed as a 

metaphor which “collectivizes” the identity of its members it has a secondary effect of 

“differentiating” them from other matrilineages, particularly the “bush-witch” 

matrilineage of their wives and mother-in- law (see Weiner 1988: 11 on how metaphor 

“‘seals itself” from further equivalences).  
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 Conversely, ale (“character”) is at first employed as a metaphor with a 

“differentiating” effect (Wagner 1978: 35), as it is what defines the distinction between 

Amayaba and Gagasa. This is evident in how both archetypes in this story are held 

responsible for their ale, with the first being rewarded for his good conduct, and the 

second punished for his anti-social behaviour. This is consistent with Kuehling’s (2005: 

35, 68, 280-281; cf. Thune 1980: 266) observations, as she discusses how ale is an 

avenue for Dobuan persons to stand out as individuals. This resonates with Weiner’s 

(1988: 130-131, 266) obviational study of Foi myth, where he argues that individual 

identity is employed as a metaphor which differentiates people.  

 Through juxtaposing matrilineal identity with “character”, the “Tale of Amayaba 

and Gagasa” captures both sides of Massim sociality identified by Macintyre (1995)—the 

person as a relational being as well as their constitution as a unique and discrete entity. 

Macintyre (1995: 33) argues that ethnographic representations of the Massim place too 

much emphasis on conviviality and communitas, resulting in a portrait of social life as 

“benignly organic and devoid of antisocial conflict between individuals”. My analysis of 

this story considers both the relational and individual aspect of its characters. However, I 

ultimately argue that the “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” positions a person’s relational 

ties as more ethically significant than their individual “character”. Now that the basic 

dialectic operating in this story has been described, analysis of this myth can begin. 
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Fig. 4: Diagram of obviational analysis for “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” 
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 The initial relationship in this story is the brotherhood of Amayaba and Gagasa 

(A), which collectivizes their identity through the metaphor of matrilineal self-similarity 

(see fig. 4 for a diagram of the following analysis). Amayaba then goes on his journey, 

arriving at the island where he acts towards the old woman as if she were his mother-in-

law through his “respectful” “work”. This is the first substitution (B), as his behaviour 

towards this potential affine “seals” him off from his brother, concealing their shared 

matrilineal relation with his distinct ale (“character”). Amayaba then returns to his 

family’s hamlet where he is confronted by Gagasa who “activates” their ties of 

brotherhood, demanding Amayaba inform him where he found his wife. This is 

substitution (C), as Amayaba’s achievement of a wife through his exemplary individual 

ale (“character”) is replaced by Gagasa receiving the necessary information to gain a 

similar wife through collectivizing matrilineal obligation to share. Gagasa then goes on 

his trip to the old woman’s island, where he performs his “work” with an arrogant and 

haughty attitude, which devalues it. Owing to his “prideful” conduct his ale (“character”) 

is differentiated from Amayaba, effecting substitution (D) as it eclipses their shared 

identity.  

 The marriages of Amayaba and Gagasa with their respective wives signals an 

inversion of how ale (“character”) is employed as a metaphor, as each brother is married 

to a woman who is the physical manifestation of his ale (“character”). This is substitution 

(E), as ale (“character”) is now a metaphor which recognizes the self-similarity between 

the husbands and their respective wives. The plot of the story then returns to highlighting 

the differences between the brothers and their wives based on matrilineal identity through 
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the former being toni asa (“owners”) and the latter aiyai (“spouses”). However, the 

brothers differentiate themselves from each other based on their behaviour towards their 

respective spouse; resulting in substitution (F) as self-similar ale (“character”) across 

matrilineal distinction is replaced with differentiating ale (“character”) within matrilineal 

self-similarity.  

 The final event of this myth is Amayaba’s wife “activating” her relationship of 

matrilineal self-similarity with her sister. This final substitution (G) obviates any 

differences between the two sisters based on their relationship to their husbands, as they 

now properly reside as toni asa in the hamlet of their matrilineage. However, this final 

obviation not only employs the susu as a metaphor to collectivize the sisters, but also to 

differentiate them from Amayaba and Gagasa. This in effect brings us back to position 

(A) resulting in the tale being a “dialectical movement that closes when it returns to its 

beginning point” (Wagner 1986: xi). Furthermore, this final “framing metaphor” 

transforms this tale into a “symbolic operation that exposes the simultaneously 

differentiating and collectivising modes of a tropic equation” (Weiner 1988: 10).  

 There are different interpretations which can be made from the final 

transformation of this myth. We could approach it as a charter (Malinowski 1948: 79), 

validating Fortune’s (1963: 53) observation that the matrilineage dominates social life to 

the detriment of the marital grouping. Another option is to view this tale as reflecting 

what Thune (1980: 11-14) called the “real tragedy which Northeast Normanby people see 

in attempting to live life in such an uncompromisingly matrilineal universe”. However, 

Trobriand born anthropologist Digim’Rina (1995: 52) questions such an interpretation: 
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I sensed no such ‘tragedy’ in Basima perceptions of their world; again, perhaps 
this is because neither they nor I saw their matriliny as ‘uncompromising’. We 

shared a common ‘matrilineal’ perception of the world, if such exists…”  

So arguably, interpreting this tale as a demonstration of the “tragedy” of an 

“uncompromising” matrilineal universe could result in “reading too much into” Dobuan 

beliefs (Keesing 1987: 167). Rather than concerning ourselves with how this tale 

“reflects” Dobuan social reality we should instead shift our emphasis on how it 

“interprets or pre-empts” their understandings of ethics (Wagner 1978: 53).  

 The final metaphor of the tale (G) emphasizes the shared matrilineal identity of 

the two sisters, treating them as part of a distinct social group in contrast to the brothers. 

This final transformation emphasizes the simultaneously collectivizing and differentiating 

qualities of the matrilineage, thus obviating differences predicated on ale as “character”. 

If we consider transformation (G) as a “large frame metaphor” (Wagner 1986: 8-9, 35, 

129) in relation to the other points in the sequence it provides us with insight into 

understandings of the relationship between matrilineal identity and ale. Substitution (G) 

ultimately tells us that all actions motivated by individual “character” in substitutions B, 

D, and F actually conceal relationships between dividual matrilineages (see de Coppet 

1994: 40 on relations between individual persons expanding to relations between groups). 

In transformations (B) and (D) the two matrilineages are in contrast to each other as 

affines, while in (F) the brothers are toni asa while the sisters are subordinate aiyai. From 

this I interpret the “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” as positing that, if an interaction 

involves people from different matrilineages, the actions of singular persons stand for the 

collective action of their susu. In so doing, the “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” treats ale 

in its reference to “name” or “fame” as a product of matrilineal identity, as Amayaba’s 
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good “fame” is trumped by the bad “fame” of Gagasa due to their shared identity. Thus, a 

person’s individual “character” is subordinate and ancillary to their dividual 

matrilineage’s “fame” or “name”.  

 Rules of inheritance on Dobu operate in recognition of this fact because they 

essentially involve senior matrilineage members deciding who has the right to represent 

the susu in external affairs. As discussed previously (Chapters 1 and 2), inheritance of 

‘une (pigs and kula valuables) depends on the personal characteristics and conduct of 

young matrilineage members (Kuehling 2005: 91). The inheritance of a valuable 

collectivizes the recipient and the donor, as the former is seen to be the “replacement” of 

the latter (Kuehling 2005: 91). However, it also puts the beneficiary in position to 

represent the susu in relation to different matrilineages as they take on the “obligations, 

debts and credits of the deceased, in affinal affairs as well as in kula” (Kuehling 2005: 

91). Inheritance is not the only means through which senior susu members manipulate the 

public image of the matrilineage, as Kuehling (2005: 111; cf. Macintyre 1983a: 246) also 

notes that they often micromanage the exchange practices of junior members: 

Persons with high status are expected to know how to use their wealth wisely, but 
others will be advised by their elders about the appropriate move. In this area of 

management, women and men have their say according to notions of respect, and 
a junior man is not entirely free to use his inherited kitomwa the way he likes. If 

his ‘mothers’ disagree he cannot ignore their arguments without risking their 
censure.  

Thus, while the susu is conceptualized as collectivizing the ale (“name”/“fame”) of its 

different members there is a certain notion of differentiation within based on seniority 

and rank, which privileges some members with the ability to be its agent in external 

affairs.  
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 However, an anecdote told by Kuehling (2005: 247-248) demonstrates how the 

efforts of senior matrilineage members to control their public image can often be in vain. 

She discusses how an overnight disco-dance held in Losina hamlet on Dobu caused a 

loud ruckus, which disturbed the mourning of a nearby hamlet named Obunebune. Later, 

a man from Obunebune named Manukalai made a “shaming gift’ comprised of large 

yams directed towards the matrilineages of Losina stating: “You like your disco music, 

don’t you? You have no respect at all.” (Kuehling 2005: 248). It is important for our 

discussion that Manukalai did not just hold the youths who were participating in the 

disco-dance responsible, but all the matrilineages of Losina in their totality, extrapolating 

the behaviour of a select few individuals to be that of the whole.    

 Wagner (1991: 163) makes a point to argue that “enchainment” within lineages or 

clans is only one way of conceptualizing “fractal personhood”. This is evident in the 

“Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” as it collectivizes marital partners based on their shared 

ale (“character”) (substitution E). However, while highlighting different modes of self-

similarity, this story ultimately positions the matrilineage as the most significant means 

through which Dobuan persons are dividually conceived, by placing its final emphasis on 

the matrilineal relationship between the two sisters. Thus, Amayaba and Gagasa are 

integral elements of many wholes, however the most socially valued self-similar 

relationship they are in is the collectivizing susu.   

 Before discussing the implications that the “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” has for 

the meaning of the concept amayaba it is useful to briefly discuss how my analysis stands 

up to Roger Keesing’s (1987) critique of “anthropology as interpretive quest”. In his 
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essay, Keesing (1987: 161) argues that while symbolic approaches offer “deep value” to 

anthropology, we must still recognize that “interpretation itself is fraught with 

difficulties, some perhaps ultimately intractable”. In order to assist future studies, 

Keesing identifies three issues which present a challenge to hermeneutic anthropology.  

 The first issue is that anthropological research predicated on metaphor may fail to 

recognize that knowledge (and interpretation of that knowledge) within a community is 

not evenly distributed (Keesing 1987: 162-165). As the “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” is 

a popular children’s story—rather than being esoteric knowledge available only to a 

select few—it is rather evenly distributed throughout Dobu. However, I would like to 

stress again that what I analyzed is a version of this story told by a specific person who 

intended to produce an instructive and entertaining narrative; it is not “objectified” 

Dobuan thought. 

 Keesing’s (1987: 166) next claim is that symbolic analysis should seek to capture 

society as “ideology”, which he argues would entail situating analysis within “social, 

economic, and political structures”. My analysis incorporates many “social structures” 

found on Dobu, including Melanesian understandings of agency and personhood; the 

former being the criteria by which I divide the different events of the tale, while arguing 

that the latter is evoked in the final metaphor in its plot. Further, regarding “political 

structures”, Macintyre (1983: 247; emphasis added) argues for Tubetube that the susu is a 

“distinct, politically coherent group”. This is also true in the Dobuan “Tale of Amayaba 

and Gagasa” as the two matrilineages in the story are portrayed as being in what could be 

considered a “political” relationship. This is evident in how the idiosyncratic behaviour 
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of each brother negotiates the generalized relationship between the two matrilineages, 

with Gagasa’s bad conduct irrevocably damaging the alliance between these two distinct 

groups.          

 The last of Keesing’s (1987: 162; emphasis added) worries is that we “read too 

much into” other people’s symbols, arguing that: 

Anthropologists, with their predilections for the exotic and their predispositions 
toward, even vested interests in, depicting cultures as radically different from 

ours and from one another, are prone to choose readings that fit these 
expectations and interests.  

I contend that my analysis does not strive to present Dobuan understandings of “respect” 

as “radically different” in any way. This is evident in the fact that I do not deploy an 

Us/Them contrast, because I see such an approach as not only taking emphasis away 

from Dobu, but also as lending itself to a form of Occidentalism (Carrier 1995; Said 

1979) which inevitably depicts Euro-American ideologies as both more homogenous and 

individualistic than they actually are. Furthermore, throughout my analysis I draw 

attention to parallels between Dobuan perspectives and those of their neighbours, 

particularly those on Duau and Tubetube, rather than depicting Dobu as drastically 

distinct from these places.     

4.4 The “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” and the Meaning of Amayaba 

 In the “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” acting “good” or “respectful”, that is, being 

ethical, entails acting as if relations of generalized reciprocity resulted in persons being 

dividual kin. This builds upon my arguments in Chapter 3—particularly the claim that 

“respect” refers to a generalized relationship being properly mediated by “self-control” 
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(alamai’ita), “work” (paisewa), and “generosity” (oboboma)—as it entrenches these 

ideas within a Dobuan understanding of personhood. To conclude this current chapter, I 

examine the implications this analysis has for the meaning of the concept amayaba, what 

it entails to be an exemplarily “respectful” person, and what it means to be an ethical 

person—living a “good life” (see Keane 2016: 12)—on Dobu. This will necessarily 

require a more detailed elaboration on the relationship between amayaba and the concept 

ale (“character”, “name”, “fame”). To illustrate this, I transpose the insights from the 

“Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” to the kula.  

  In the previous chapter I demonstrated that “fame” in the kula is made manifest 

in the amayaba a person receives in the form of high-ranking valuables, which are 

justified as being a return on the “respect” that someone has given to their kula partners. 

During my time on Kuehling’s research trip the most common way I heard people speak 

about one of the most famous kula traders in recent memory, the late Mwalubeyai of 

Koyagaugau, was that he had over 100 partners on either side (see also Damon 2002: 

118, 122; Kuehling 2005: 204). So, a quality of this “King of kula” (Kuehling 2005: 

115n) which demonstrated his ale (“name”/“fame”) was the sheer number of 

relationships predicated on generalized reciprocity he was engaged in. Thus, inevitably 

this “fame” would be the result of innumerable instances of “work” and “generosity” 

where Mwalubeyai gave kula valuables to a visiting partner.  

 Damon (2005: 80) characterizes giving up a kula valuable in an exchange as an 

act of self-sacrifice: “One throws down a valuable and with it one’s name “falls”, 

although one’s partner’s name rises”. However, through the act of giving away bagi or 
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mwali the donor’s name becomes a part of the history of that valuable (Kuehling 2017: 

185). Thus, their “name” or “fame” will be carried around the network with each 

exchange of that valuable (see Munn 1986). Damon (2005: 81) elaborates on this by 

stating that “when the first recipient next throws the valuable, his name falls, his partner’s 

rises, and with the rise of the third person’s name the first person’s name goes up”. 

However, this understanding of exchange is not uniquely localized to the kula network. 

Take for instance, Young’s (1983a: 23) description of a Kalauna man describing “fame” 

and exchange through drawing two triangles which intersected at one of their base 

angles: “We stared at his two figures. They were separate yet joined by their mutual 

‘possessions’ in one corner. ‘When we give something,’ said Manawadi, ‘it is like that. 

Maybe we don’t keep it, but we don’t lose it either’”. So, while treating the gift as “not a 

diminution of the donor’s self but an enlargement of it” (Young 1983a: 23) is an 

important feature of the kula, it is not exclusive to this exchange system.  

 So, “fame” is recognized in the “respect” someone receives through “work” and 

“generosity” made manifest in kula valuables, however, this “respect” received is but one 

part of a reciprocal relationship of “respect”, “work”, and “generosity”. In the case of 

Mwalubeyai, this would have required a great deal of self-sacrifice because he was 

enchained within hundreds of relationships of generalized reciprocity. Yet, this self-

sacrifice does not result in Mwalubeyai becoming destitute and diminished, rather netting 

an “enlargement” of his self (Young 1983a: 23), as he is creating more dividual relations 

of self-similarity in doing so. In fact, Damon (1993) has argued that accumulating 

relationships as an enlargement of the self is the primary goal of the kula, rather than 
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stockpiling valuables as assets. Through this accumulation of relationships of self-

similarity Mwalubeyai became a person who lived an exemplary “good”, or “ethical”, 

life.   

 When conceptualizing kula partnership as a relation of self-similarity, it is 

interesting to note the significant role feedings of yams play in kula hospitality. This is 

owing to specific varieties of yam seeds being symbolic of a matrilineages identity 

through the concept ‘uma, which considers certain types of yam seed to be the sole 

property of a single matrilineage. The pivotal role of yams in kula hospitality appears 

representative of one of Strathern’s (1988: 344) keynote claims regarding Melanesian 

exchange: “Relationships have to be hidden within particular forms—minds, shells, 

persons, cult houses, gardens—in order to be drawn out of them”. Thus, self-similarity is 

“drawn out of” feedings of yams, positioning kula partners as having a relationship which 

approaches the closeness of matrilineal kin.    

 However, this quasi-matrilineal relationship affected between kula partners, much 

like alamai’ita (self-control), is only an appearance on the surface. To demonstrate this I 

draw attention to Kuehling’s (2005: 83; emphasis added) arguments about how kula 

affects the “self”: “A person keeps his or her ‘inside’ hidden while giving away minor 

objects, ‘small gifts’. Rather than changing their states, persons are motivated by 

intentions to generate more individual spaces (‘paths’)”. Thus, Mwalubeyai and his 

partners were self-similar to each other insofar as they are enchained within the same 

“paths”, which tied their “names” together in the history of the same kula valuables. This 

self-similarity is then reinforced in feedings of yams, which are the ultimate symbol of 
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the matrilineage. However, this self-similarity is only a surface phenomenon which does 

not change the internal composition of a person. Furthermore, it is important to remark 

that while successful men like Mwalubeyai are treated with “respect” on the surface, they 

are also “feared and hated by many people” owing to jealousy motivated by their success 

in the kula (Kuehling 2005: 204).    

 Bringing in the final insights of the “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” further 

complicates our image of the kula. There, Amayaba’s individual “fame” is treated as 

contingent on the generalized “fame” of his matrilineage, which is demonstrated in how 

Gagasa’s arrogant and aggressive behaviour had consequences for Amayaba. This is also 

true of Dobuan kula where valuables are primarily passed down within the matrilineage, 

with a kula player’s heir taking over all the relationships of a deceased person, being 

conceptualized as their “replacement” (Kuehling 2005: 91; see also Fortune 1963: 16)19. 

It is interesting to note that attributing a specific type of “character” to groups appears to 

be a common trope in Massim societies. For instance, Young (1983a: 20-21) discusses 

how Kalauna people would ascribe certain “behavioral characteristics” as resulting from 

someone being from a particular clan or lineage. While, Damon (1990: 68) observes that 

different regions of Muyuw island are distinguished as being representative of certain 

types of “character”, such that: “Eastern Muyuw, for example, is supposed to be angry or 

violent, whereas Western Muyuw people tend to be pacific”.    

                                                                 
19 I specify Dobuan kula here, as Damon (2005: 98) has commented on the increased stress on the susu in 

the southern kula communities relative to those on the northern side.  
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 Keane (2016: 110-117) discusses how respect is employed to reaffirm or 

recognize someone’s dignity or dewa in Sumba. I agreed with this in my discussion of the 

relationship between amayaba and ale (“name”/“fame”) in Chapter 3, while contributing 

to this discussion that, in the context of Dobu, “respect” must be returned in relations of 

generalized reciprocity. My analysis of the “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” here further 

requires that I specify that achieving great positive ale requires being spread out into 

many relations of self-similarity, which ultimately result in the “enlargement” of a 

person. Furthermore, it should be noted that one’s ale—and the amayaba one can expect 

to receive—is at a certain level matrilineally inherited. 

 Rumsey’s (2010) socio-linguistic analysis in his contribution to Ordinary Ethics 

shows how dividual personhood prominently impacts ethical interactions in the 

Highlands of Papua New Guinea, a rather distant region of Melanesia relative to Dobu. In 

his analysis of “the role played by language in ethical thought and action”, Rumsey 

(2010: 105) discusses a genre of formal speech employed by Ku Waru men during large 

political gatherings that bring together a number of different tribes. He refers to this mode 

of speech as “segmentary person” form, where:  

Singular and dual pronouns and verb forms are used to personify the relevant 
social identities (e.g. ‘I killed you’ means ‘My clan fought with your clan and 

killed some people in it’, even if such fighting took place before the speaker and 
addressee were born). Such usages are by nature ethically charged in that they 
entail taking responsibility for the actions of the group over the long term and 

attributing it to others on the same basis. (Rumsey 2010: 114; see also Merlan and 
Rumsey 1991) 

Rumsey (2010: 115) provides an example of a Ku Waru man employing segmentary 

person form, arguing that his use of “I” can be taken to refer to either “Kujilyi himself, to 
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his tribe, the Midipu, or to the Midipu together with its paired tribe, the Kusika”. He 

argues that this use obviates the distinction between the ordinary use of “I” and the 

segmentary one, as Kujilyi’s actions are in effect the actions of his tribe (Rumsey 2010: 

115). A major point of difference between Rumsey’s (2010: 114-118) discussion of 

segmentary person form, and my argument that Dobuan persons represent the collective 

“character” of their matrilineage in interactions with other susu, such as in kula exchange, 

is the lack of formality in the latter. While Ku Waru explicitly take responsibility for the 

actions of their social group through directly substituting “we” with “I” in a formal mode 

of speech, Dobuan understandings of collective responsibility are an implicit frame 

through which the actions of people are interpreted.  

 Another major point of difference that the Ku Waru case presents is its emphasis 

on patrilineal ties, while Dobu places more value on matrilineal relations. However, 

before continuing it is useful to discuss two exceptional examples of amayaba which 

would actually contradict such an “uncompromisingly matrilineal” (Thune 1980: 11-14) 

image of social life (cf. Digim’Rina 1995: 52ff).  

 In the Chapters 1 and 2 I discussed how a Dobuan father establishes relational ties 

with his children through “working” (paisewa) to care for them and their mother 

(Kuehling 2005: 232-233). His gifts of “love” (oboboma) should eventually be returned 

by his children in a relationship of formalized reciprocity, particularly during his 

mortuary feast (Kuehling 2005: 234). If, at this time, his children provide a notably large 

gift called pegita to his matrilineage—demonstrating exceptional “grief” and amayaba—

they place themselves in position to negotiate rights to garden in his matrilineage’s lands 
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or to be adopted by them (Kuehling 2005: 241). So, in this exchange the father’s 

relationship to his own matrilineage follows the understanding of personhood 

demonstrated in the “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa”. However, his children are placed in 

an ambiguous position as their ties with their own matrilineage are devalued, instead 

emphasizing their self-similarity to their father’s matrilineage owing to his care for them.  

 Another example of “respect” which demonstrates how Dobu is not 

“uncompromisingly matrilineal” (Thune 1980: 11-14) is exemplified in Kaibado, one of 

Kuehling’s Dobuan mentors. She describes how he was given the prestigious role of 

organizing a major sagali feast for his wife’s hamlet in spite of his status as an aiyai 

“spouse” (Kuehling 2005: 249-250), who are generally not even permitted to speak at 

public events (Kuehling 2005: 62-64). He was given this responsibility due to his 

continuous “work” to support the hamlet during the decades he resided there, 

contributing not only labour, but also yams during major feasts. Thus, these two 

examples are demonstrative of a Dobuan proverb cited by Kuehling (2005: 27-28): 

paisewa i loiloina (“work sets the law”).  

 So, what can be said about the meaning of amayaba after an analysis of the “Tale 

of Amayaba and Gagasa” which traces its connections to Dobuan understandings of 

personhood, the matrilineage, and the kula? First, that acting with “respect” entails the 

recognition of a level of self-similarity within a relationship. This can appear in many 

different relationships. For instance, it can appear as a surface phenomenon in kula 

partnership, where persons are enchained together due to their ale (“name”) being part of 

the shared history of many kula valuables. However, the “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” 
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asserts the matrilineage as the most significant relationship of self-similarity on Dobu, so 

much so that susu mates all share the same ale (“name”/”fame”). Yet, life on Dobu is not 

“uncompromisingly matrilineal” (Thune 1980: 11-14), in fact, certain cases of exemplary 

“work” and amayaba have the potential to create relationships nearing the significance 

and closeness of matrilineal kin.    
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Chapter 5: Convention, Myth, and the Meaning of Amayaba 

 In this thesis I have analyzed the meaning of the Dobuan word amayaba which 

translates approximately as “respect”. Following Tomlinson and Engelke’s (2006) 

interpretation of Wittgenstein’s Philosophical Investigations, I have been reluctant to 

treat denotation as adequate for representing the meaning of a word. Rather, I have 

described amayaba through its role in “an ongoing pattern of life” (Geertz 1973b: 17). By 

elaborating on its meaning via “its use in the multiplicity of practice which go to make up 

language” (Grayling 2001: 79), I have attempted to show amayaba “is not something 

complete and autonomous which can be investigated independently of other 

considerations”.  

 In this thesis I have adopted two distinct, yet related, modes of explanation in my 

analysis of the meaning of amayaba; examining it as a “conventional symbol” in Chapter 

3, while in Chapter 4, I considered how its meaning is articulated in the “Tale of 

Amayaba and Gagasa”. Each method of analysis accentuated different facets of the 

meaning of amayaba, effectively resulting in “distortions” which provide “but a partial 

view of the phenomena” (Bateson 1958: 278). To conclude this discussion of the 

meaning of amayaba I will summarize the divergent meanings which I have elicited in 

Chapters 3 and 4, while reflecting on the benefits each mode of analysis offers.  

 In Chapter 3, I have considered amayaba as a conventional symbol (Wagner 

1972, 1978, 1981, 1986). There I have examined its syntagmatic relationship with other 

concepts—“work” (paisewa), “generosity” (oboboma), and “self-discipline” 

(alamai’ita)—arguing that these concepts serve as semiotic modalities through which 
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persons display “respect” to others. In this discussion I have not treated amayaba and its 

syntagms as being merely descriptive of actions, but also the ale (“character”) of persons 

(see Tomlinson and Engelke 2006: 17 on “meaning as being”). This analysis has referred 

to a variety of contexts, although certainly not all, where “respect” is prominent, such as 

yam gardening, fatherhood, motherhood, everyday exchange, mortuary feasting, 

inheritance, and seniority. Furthermore, I have provided a more detailed look at kula 

exchange, examining the different practical activities which constitute amayaba, “work”, 

“generosity”, and “self-discipline” in this overarching context, while further connecting 

them to the concept ale (“name” or “fame”). 

 Chapter 4 has examined the meaning of amayaba through the ways in which it is 

employed as a metaphor by the narrator of the Dobuan “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa”. 

Much like its preceding chapter the meaning presented there was grounded in different 

contexts, such as, emwasala tubudao (“stories of our ancestors”), witchcraft, hamlet 

hierarchy, doomed patrilocality, ale (“character”, “name”, “fame”), and most of all, the 

matrilineage. What Chapter 4 strove to capture was how “meaning arises in relationships: 

It is the result of combination and selection within a system” (Tomlinson and Engelke 

2006: 11). The “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” achieves this through connecting 

“respect” to relations of self-similarity, while emphasizing the significance of the 

matrilineage in this regard, positing that an individual’s “character” reflects on the 

collective “name” of the susu.          

 At first glance it appears that the distinction between these two chapters could be 

characterized as being another rendition of the old anthropological distinction between 
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“ordinary language” and the “symbolic” (Rosaldo 1980: 20-24) which I have described in 

Chapter 2. In this understanding the former would be “strictly referential terms of daily 

language” that require little interpretive attention (Rosaldo 1980: 21); while the latter 

would consist of “utterances, acts, or objects that stand at one remove from the ‘real 

world’ that they refer to” (Rosaldo 1980: 21). However, I suggest that this distinction 

improperly characterizes the differences between the modes of analysis I adopt in this 

thesis.  

 This is evident in the complexity of the “conventional” understanding of amayaba 

which I elicit in Chapter 3. There I do not treat the meaning of amayaba or its syntagms 

as unproblematic and “strictly referential”, but rather as requiring a “hermeneutic 

unpacking of culturally constructed common sense” (Keesing 1987: 165). Thus, while 

Wagnerian semiotics employs a dialectic which at first glance appears similar to the 

“ordinary language” and “symbolic” distinction, in actuality it expands the definition of 

“symbolic” to encompass “conventional” everyday language use. Furthermore, it should 

be noted that any boundaries between “convention”, and “invention” or myth, are 

evidently ambiguous. To demonstrate this, I turn to two examples, one from neighbours 

of Dobu in the Massim (Young 1983a), and another from a more distant Papua New 

Guinean society (Schieffelin 1990). These examples show that myth can often appear as a 

“conventional” strategy for providing an explanation of social life. 

 The first example is Young’s (1983a) Magicians of Manumanua, which analyzes 

the life histories of prominent Kalauna personalities through myths and legends 
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associated with their lineages. Young (1983a: 3-4) recounts how he did not independently 

develop this experimental approach:  

The genesis of this book lay in my attempt to fathom Iyahalina’s response to my 
subsequent request for his life history. For instead of telling me tales from his 
childhood, recounting the circumstances of his marriage, or enumerating his 

mature achievements, he narrated a sequence of myths and legends that described 
the activities of his ancestors.  

So, when confronted with a request to provide his life history, Iyahalina turned to myth, 

likely owing to its potential for “providing meanings for personal identity and biography” 

(Young 1983a: 4).  

 In his analysis Young (1983a: 9-20) captures the significance myth has in 

Kalauna life. To achieve this, Young (1983a: 13) cites Maurice Leenhardt’s (1979) 

characterization of myth as a “mode of knowledge” which is distinct from and 

complementary to “rational knowledge”. This is a useful notion for thinking about the 

“Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa”, as it is a “mode of knowledge” employed to provide an 

explanation about “respect” and relational personhood. From this example we can see 

that myth can be considered as a “conventional” strategy which people may adopt when 

required to explain some state of affairs. However, another example will help to more 

precisely capture how the “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” is a conventional strategy for 

providing a social explanation.   

         This example is Bambi Schieffelin’s (1990: 112-135; see also Feld 2012: 20-43) 

analysis of the story of “The Boy who became a Muni Bird” from her ethnography 

describing Kaluli (Mount Bosavi region of Papua New Guinea) language socialization 

practices. Schieffelin (1990: 115) observes that this story is a strategy for socializing the 
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ade relationship to children. This relationship typically develops between older sisters 

and their younger brothers, where the former act in an altruistic and nurturing manner 

towards the latter because they “feel sorry for them”.  

 In the story a teenage girl ignores the pitiful pleas of her toddler brother 

demanding that she share her catch of crayfish. Because of her neglectful behaviour—

failing to reach ideals of ade care—he transforms into a muni bird, which in effect 

symbolizes his death (Schieffelin 1990: 114). Thus, Schieffelin (1990: 136) states that 

this story not only describes the ade relationship, but also “articulates a central tension in 

Kaluli social life: the importance of giving and sharing in the face of the desire to keep 

for oneself”. In this sense it is much like the “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” which 

touches upon the tension between individual actions and matrilineal identity.      

 Schieffelin (1990: 115) describes socializing the ade relationship as important for 

Kaluli mothers because it recruits their daughters as supplementary caregivers and 

establishes bonds between their children, which will provide them with support networks 

throughout their life. Likewise, the “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” is an important tool 

for attempting to socialize Dobuan children, because it encourages them to interpret their 

actions as those of their matrilineage. The intent is to help children to develop into more 

socially aware heirs, as well as potentially preventing any incidents like the disco-dance 

discussed in Chapter 4.  

 The affinity between “The Boy who became a Muni Bird” and the “Tale of 

Amayaba and Gagasa” leads me to suggest that the latter can also be seen as an instance 

of language socialization. More specifically, it is “socialization through language” (Ochs 
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1986: 2; see also Schieffelin and Ochs 1986: 163), as it provides “tacit knowledge of 

principles of social order and systems of belief (ethnotheories) through exposure to and 

participation in language mediated interactions”. Schieffelin and Ochs (1986: 170, 183) 

invoke the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis (1956) to argue that through language socialization 

practices children learn a particular worldview (see also Ochs 1986: 3; Ochs and 

Schieffelin 2014: 4). 

 Ochs and Schieffelin (2014: 7-8) further posit that through language socialization 

practices children can become more effective at establishing and maintaining 

relationships, as well as better at understanding themselves as moral persons (see also 

Keane 2010: 66, 2016: 199; Schieffelin and Ochs 1986: 167-168). This potential is 

evident in both stories, as they each discuss specific relationships while also addressing 

understandings of personhood. Thus, these tales, like other narratives with a socializing 

intent “do far more than depict the past; they have the power to perform identities” 

(Miller et al. 2014: 192).  

 A useful notion from the anthropology of ethics which helps to specify how the 

“Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” is a socializing myth is Keane’s (2016: 28) discussion of 

“ethical affordances”:  

Affordance is an alternative to a classic argument from design—that if something 
functions in a certain way, then that must be its original purpose. What is crucial 
here is the fact of (mere) potentiality: a chair may invite you to sit, but it does not 

determine that you will sit. 

Applying this notion to socializing myth, a story does not determine that those listening 

to it will develop into the kinds of ethical actors that it features, rather it creates the mere 

potential for this to occur. While the “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” presents a certain 
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narrative about “respect” and Dobuan personhood, there is of course no guarantee that 

children will adopt its lessons wholesale.  

 A crucial observation for this discussion which was made by Schieffelin and Ochs 

(1986: 165; see also Ochs and Schieffelin 2014: 5) is that language socialization is an 

interactive process:  

the child or novice (in the case of an older individual) is not a passive recipient of 
sociocultural knowledge but rather an active contributor to the meaning and 

outcome of interactions with other members of a social group.  

This is also evidently the case with myths or stories with a socializing intent. In fact, in 

his discussion of his theoretical approach to myth Young (1983a: 11) cites studies of 

literary response to assert that the “meanings” of a story are not intrinsic to it, but rather 

“emerge from the relationship” between author and reader (cf. Keesing 1987: 162; 

Wagner 1978: 254; Weiner 1988: 285).  

 This relationship between author and reader is a key means through which my 

analysis of the “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” in Chapter 4 approaches amayaba from a 

distinct perspective from Chapter 3. My analysis in the latter closely follows the 

description of amayaba found in Kuehling’s (2005) monograph, which—while striving to 

credit statements and insights to those Dobuan informants who made them—ultimately 

operates on a relationship between herself as a researcher and a composite, “objectified”, 

image of her Dobuan interlocutors. Conversely, at the ale (“root”) of Chapter 4 is a 

relationship between myself as an analyst and the man who told Kuehling the “Tale of 

Amayaba and Gagasa”. Thus, Chapter 3 provides a coalesced view of amayaba by 

privileging no single perspective of it, instead presenting its meaning as a composite 
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product of multiple viewpoints. While, Chapter 4 gives privilege to a single perspective 

on amayaba, which obscures the fact that there are numerous different understandings of 

it.  

 I must stress here that I am not arguing that either of these methods of analysis is 

more effective than the other at describing amayaba. In fact, both inevitably impinged 

upon how I have described amayaba, as they are the product of an outsider analyst 

explaining phenomena through the application of anthropological techniques. Rather, I 

assert that they are complementary methods of analysis, each assisting the other in 

providing a more complex and nuanced perspective on amayaba. In fact, the examination 

in Chapter 4 would be at times unintelligible and unwieldy without the foundational 

knowledge provided in Chapter 3. This is evident in any in-depth analysis of myth which 

situates it within its social context, as Wagner’s (1978), Weiner’s (1988) and Young’s 

(1983a) studies find it necessary to provide such a foundation before examining any 

stories.     

 However, I find it important to emphasize that my discussion of the “Tale of 

Amayaba and Gagasa” is based on insights developed through an engagement with a 

story, which was told by a Dobuan person who is reflective about his social world. 

Therefore, the ground from which I built my examination is not based on pure 

ethnographic observation alone, rather it is an interpretation of an already existing 

indigenous analysis of social life. Thus, it provides an example of how the meaning of 

amayaba can be “maintained, comprehended, progressively created, elaborated, changed 

mainly by the experts in each generation” (Keesing 1987: 164). So, through looking 
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towards stories such as this, anthropologists allow themselves the opportunity to see 

aspects of social life which are important to prominent members of a social group that 

may otherwise go overlooked.  

 For instance, Schieffelin (1990: 115) discusses how the ade relationship is never 

explicitly talked about in everyday Kaluli life in spite of its importance. Had it not been 

for the “The Boy who became a Muni Bird” she would not have been able to fully 

understand the significance and meaning of this relationship (Schieffelin 1990: 115). 

Likewise, the “Tale of Amayaba and Gagasa” complemented my elaboration on the 

meaning of amayaba by connecting it with Dobuan understandings of dividual 

personhood and its relationship to the matrilineage.  

 In this thesis I have examined the meaning of the Dobuan concept amayaba. It 

has treated meaning not as being located in the definition of a word, but in its “use”. In 

my theoretical discussion of myth, I have proposed that meaning is subjective, as 

different myth narrators “recreate their heroes in their own images” (Young 1983a: 20), 

while a reader’s interpretation of a myth is dependant on their perspective (Young 1983a: 

11). Thus, the different approaches in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 are complementary 

images of the meaning of amayaba. The former drawing from a multitude of perspectives 

to capture several facets of amayaba, introducing breadth to our understanding. While the 

latter provides depth to the meaning of amayaba I present by eliciting how it is 

subjectively understood by a single prominent person. With the insights these two 

perspectives provide I can now look back at Timoti’s statement I quoted at the very 

beginning of this thesis and say: “respect” is performed through the virtues “work”, 
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“generosity”, and “self-discipline”, and being a “respectful people” entails recognition 

and activation of self-similarity in relationships of generalized reciprocity.   
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Appendix A: Original Text and Translation of Amayaba be Gagasa (as told by 

Saemi of Sanaloa)20 

Amayaba be Gagasa 

Tai mamwanenea. Natudia eluwa. Ebweuna ana esana Gagasa, ebweuna ana esana 

Amayaba. Si miamiana eee ebweuna tuta enaya Amayaba ina gwegwe i gibubuna ga i 

dolo ga ina waga ena i gelu. Ana nylon (bani) i usenaya, ana neya i alinaya i dolo ga ina 

waga ena i gelunaya, saluya. Saluya i tauya ga i nao ga i talagedo Kaluwana. I 

talalogedoya ta enega boe sinabwana ebweuna, weyawadaita nina, anua ana sinabwa 

nadigega, i apwesa ga i eyala gonagonaya. Enega i nao ga i talagedoya ta enega manua 

nina i ona. “Ei, niba, mwao tautauya?” Enega i gwae: “Ya, tuga ya eneyaneya. Siwalowa 

nuagu i ewena ga ya eneyaneya.” I ona “O, bobo’ana. Nate u neyaneya u naonao 

ebweuna wate yage iabe u loba. Ebweuna salu ena.” 

Enega wate i neya i abala Aneya. Enega i talalogedo, kalimana nigeya ta da epiliena. I 

enoapwesa ga wata i eyala. I itenaya ta enega wate i bwaudolo. I gwea: “Ei, niba, mwao 

tautauya?” “Ya, tuga dabala nuagu i ewena ga siwalowa ga ya eneyaneya, tuga ya 

eneyaneya besbeso ya tautauya.” I gwae: “O’bobo’ana. Eguma u naoya salu nina gote 

enaya, nate ena ebweuna wata kaiyale i miami, ta kaiyale nina eguma i loina, enana 

maibo’ana u nono.” Enega i gwae: “O, bobo’ana.” Eee ga esi I neya, neya neya neya 

neya neya neya eee ga enega esi Sawaunaa i lugu. 

I nao, kaiyale nina i ta bagulaya. Bagulaya i tautauya, ta enega waga i lisina. Waga i 

lisina ta i laga dabala i tootoolo. I tootoolo ta i dunedune. I sanatauya aena ubusuwana 

esido eee ena kaiyale nina i iyanoduwa. Bagulegu i memai. Enega tai nina i autai. Ana 

esana sana Amayaba. I autai ga i tauya tauya tauye tauya eee ga esi kaiyale nina i 

memai i lobena edaya. Enega i gwae: “Tubugu, u me’e be imu kodo ya ali!” Enega ina 

kodo i ebwa’ena ga i alena. I alena ta enega i gwae: “Me’e be wate imu kaiwe ya ali!” 

Ina kaiwe i alena ga esi ma’iana si mai ga si ta ga asaya. Si nao ga si sa’uya eee, enega i 

gwae: “O, tubugu, aada masula u da guinue.” Ta esi i gwae: “Bobo’ana.” I nao ga naipi i 

ewena i nao ga masula i etagonina. Etagonina manimanina ga i e’ulena ga i wawena ga 

i towatowa enega wate kaiyale nina i gwae: “O, tubugu! U da nau be ida asa u da 

siyayoni!” Kaiyale nina i loina, i nao ga wate tai nina i siyayowa.   

I siyayowa ga i gumwala ta i gwae: “O, tubugu, u da nao be igu bwasi u da ebwela be u 

da e’esiwegu!” Enega kaiyale nina ina loina maibo’ana tuga tai nina i mulimuliye 

gwama nina. I nao ga ina bwasi i etowena ga i bwelina ga i tauya ga i esiwenaya ta i mai 

ga alenamo ga i nao ga i esiwena. I esiwena ga i gumwalaya ta enega i tauwelona 

(gieyadayadena) ga alina, i me’ena ga i sa’una ina ebemia ena. I sa’unaya eee enega i 

gwae: “O, tubugu, aada masula u da guinue be ta da ‘a”. Enega esi masula i esikalina ga 

                                                                 
20 Cited from Kuehling’s (1998: 329-336) original transcription and translation.  
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i mai ga tebolo ena. Tebolo ena si e’ai ta enega i ‘emwa’emwasala ena. I gwae: “Ta, e’ai 

ta ta ‘emwa’emwasala.”  

Enega tai nina i gwae: “Bobo’ana.” Enega si e’ai ta si ‘emwa’emwasala. I gwae: “Gete 

ta a’ai be i gugumwala u nao be gote niu nina u mwela, kekiliwe. U mwela be u tautauya 

be alana ta ara gamwagamwanina ta posisina ta gamwagamwanega ebweuna u gitaga. 

Be u mwa’uta. Geya’abo u laulaumwa’ute ta u mwa’utenamo. Enega i gwae: “O, 

bobo’ana.” 

Si ‘ai ga i gumwala enega i toolo ga esi i nao ga niu nina i mwelena. I nao ga alana, ala 

gamwagamwanina ta posisina ta enega gamwagamwanega ebweuna i gitagena. I 

gitagena ga i mwa’utenama. Enega i gwae: “Tubugu, mwao enaya ya sa’u?” I gwae: “U 

owa be u ta ga imu wagaya u sa’. Imu waga kuliginaya u sa’u. U sa’ui ta enega u gegelu. 

U gegelu be neyaneya, u tauta eee, be eguma one (nuganuganina) alapwasi geya’abo u 

sanasana’ila. Two (eluwena) alapwasi geya’abo u sanasana’ila. Three (etonina) 

alapwasi u sanaila. I gwae: “Eee, bobo’ana.”  

Si gelu. I gelu ga neya neya neya neya neya neya neya neya neya eee i alapwasi. I 

alapwasiya, nigeya i sanasana’ila. Wate i talalaga ga i alapwasiya, nigeya i 

sanasana’ila. Enega i talalagya ta sulu i apawasiya, nate i sana’ila. I sanasanaila – 

waine, niegya e’etete. Nadigega dimdim nina gete ma’edai ta miamia, nadigege waine 

ana ita i apwesa. Enega i itena ta i da gwauso’ala, i gwae: “O, mwanegu ni’atu ya 

lobena.” Ta esi tuga neya i sa’una ta i gila ga waine i alinamo i me’ena ga nuganinaya i 

sa’una ta neya lomwa’utenaya, idi asaya si lugu.  

Si nao ga si luguya ta tamana be sinana si pilipilidoloma ta tasina Gagasa. Si pilidolo ga 

si sanasananaoya – ni’atu si gwae “Eee! Mwao enega waine u ewena?” Tai nina nigeya i 

da ona. Ana esana sana Amayaba. I gwae: “Ja, tuga ya tauya ga ya adadana, ebweuna 

kaiyale ena ga ina waine i ebwa’egu.” Eee nate enega ni’atu Gagasa i gwae: “Ooh! 

Gibwai, abo’agu igu tuta. Na, gibwai ya tautauya, ebweu mwanegu wate nadigega ya 

ewa be ya me’e. Iiih, tumada, waine gete oba’obana. Na, gibwai nina ya tatauya ga wate 

ya ta be mwanegu ya ewa be ya me’e.”   

Ga esi, si miamiana ga tomwa i ulisinaya, Gagasa ina tuta, I ta ga ebweuna waga wate i 

ewena. Ina keweu tauna. Ewena ga i nao ga i sa’una ta ana nylon be ana neya be i lo’ala 

be i dolo be i gelu. I gelu ga esi lomwa’utena. Neya neya neya ga Kaluwana. I nao ga i 

talalogedoya ta boe nina i duduapwesa ga i eyala nigeya ta da piliena. I bwaudoloena, i 

gwae: “E, niba, nate batua mwao?” “Ja!! Oyo u da losa’u21. Yaita sana oyo nuanuana?” 

Ana esana sana Gagasa. “Yaita oyo nuanuana? Na! Otoyo dudula ya itai, aeyo dudula ya 

itai, yabweya nigeya wate igu nuanua oyo ta u bwaubwaudoloma. U losa’u!!” “O, u da 

tauya.” Esi wate tuga neya tuga. Neya neya neya neya neya ga Aneya.  

                                                                 
21 Kuehling (personal communication November 2016) remarked that Oyo is an aggressive and rude way of 

saying “you”.  
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Aneya i nao ga salu nina ena i lotueya ta enega i sanasanalagaya anua gete kalimana. I 

eyala wate salana. Enega “E, niba, nate batua mwao?” Ja! Ni’atu ya ona. Geya’abo 

wate yaita eguya i bwaubwauma. Na, oyo amu ita to’umali yaita, salayo ta gwauyo 

tobababa! Nigeya wate nuagu u ewa’ewa amu itega! Nada.” “O, u da tauya!” I neya 

neya neya neyama ga esi i ila limanama Sawaunaa.  

I talabala Sawaunaa ga esi i lugu ga ina waga i lisi ai’ailina dabalaya gete i sa’unaya, i 

tootoolo ta i lo’itadadana. I sanata eee kaiyale nina wadawadaema ni’atu i ta ga i 

lobagula ga wate i naba ga i mema. Kaiwe i alinaya ta i naba. I itena ga nigeya 

sawesawenaya be i ta be i lemei. Ana esana sana Gagasa. Ta i nao ga i toolo stakim 

(egogona) ga ta esi sanata ga tugu i dunedunei. Kaiyale nina i tauyeme tauyeme tauyeme 

tauyama eee ga esi selabenaya ga i gwae: “O, tubugu! U da mai be kodo u da nabai be 

kaiwe u da ali be ta da laga! Anuaya!” “Ja!! Yabweya ya maiya nigeya wate lema 

manuna! Nigeya kodo manuna sabi naba ya memai, nigeya kaiwe sabi alina. Yabweya ya 

maiya mwanegu manuna. Mwanegu manuna ya mai.” Ga esi i gwae: “O, bobo’ana!”  

Ta kaiyale ma’iana si laga. Si laga ga esi kaiyale nina i sa’u ga si ewaiata ga i gumwala 

ta i gwae: “O, tubugu! U da mai be aada e’ai u da guiguinue ta ya da ewaiata.” “Ja!! 

Yabweya nigeya guinue e’ai manuna ya memai. Yabweya ya maiya mwanegu manuna!” 

Enega i ona “O, bobo’ana.” Ta nate atua i ona limana be i gumwala be muliega i guinedi 

guinua nidi22. Ga esi i miamiana ga i gwae: “O, tubudu!” I nao ga e’ai i guinuena ga i 

meso ga i sa’una ga i miami, tai nina. Ta i ona limana ben ta i guinue. “Tubugu, u da mai 

be igu kwaiya u da ebwela be ya da esiwe.”  “Ooh, yabweya nigeya ya da maiya kwaiya 

sabi ebwelana manuna, yabweya ya maiya mwanegu manuna!”   

Ga esi i nao ina kwaiyai nina i ebwelena ga i nao ga i alinamo ga i nao ga i esiwena. I 

tauwelona ga i me’ena ga i sa’unaya ta enega i gwae: “O, tubugu! U mai be aada masula 

u guinue be ta e’ai ta enega ta emwa’emwasala!” Ga esi i nao ga masula i alinama i mai 

ga i esikalena i tebolona (gibubuna) ga si e’ai ta enega si emwa’emwasala. I gwae: 

“Gete ta a’a be i gugumwala enega u naonao be gote niu nina u mwela. Be posisina i 

miamia, ala gamwagamwanina i miamia ta alana gete saolina, atua nadigega 

gwanegwanina ga nate tauna ebweuna u ewa be u mwautenama.” I gwae: “O, 

bobo’ana.” Si ai ga atua nigeya e’ai i losalowa ta i gimiatoolo. “Ya nao be niu ya mwela. 

Mwanegu manuna.”  

I nao ga niu i mwelena ga i ta ga ebweuna alanega i gitagena. Nate sana nia i e’onena 

ga i nonono. Nate gwanegwanega i gitagena ga esi i mwa’utenama. I mwa’utenama, 

“Tubugu, mwa’o ya sa’u?” I gwae: “U dolo be imu wagaya u sa’u. U sa’u be enega u 

gegelu.” I nao ga esi ina wagaya i usena. I usenaya ga nate ana neya i alina ga i nao, ina 

waga i pelena ga i gelu. I gelu ga i gwae: “U talanao be nate eguma bwagabwagaya i 

                                                                 
22 Ona limana translates to “speak back”.  
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alapwasi one – geya’abo u sanasana’ila. Alapwasi two – geya’abo u sanasana’ila. 

Etonina enaya u sana’ila.”  

I gwae: “O! Ga esi i lomwa’utena. I neya neya neya neya neya neya neya neya eee ga esi 

ni’atu bwagabwagaya ta i alapwasi. One – nigeya i sansana’ila. I neya neya neya neya 

ee ga i alapwasi two – nigeya three i lobaloba alapwasi ga tuga two enaya ta i 

gimisana’ila. I sanasana’ilaya – tooliya tooliya, kaiyale segwasgwana ana ita tuga 

to’uto’umali ai’alinina, matana putaputa yaitai, tuga ana ita gadigadilulu ai’ailina, i 

sana’ila ga i itena tugu ni’atu i gamwaso’ala. “U sobu!” I gwae: “U sobu!” Nate enega 

“U sosobu! Geyanugagu ya ita’itayo!”  

Enega esi ni’atu i gamwaso’ala ga neya i ewenaya, neya enega si e’upwa be si 

bwabwawa. Si ewa, si ewa eee ga waga si bonina. Waga si bonina ga ni’atu si 

sanakawaudena (sanakabobo), ni’atu waine i ewaiwai ta tai i ewaiwai, aena i 

loemwamwasi. I gwae: “Ya loemwamwasi, nigeya igu nuanua! Tumada, oyo gete waine 

to’umaliyo, gete welawelabaniyo!” I nao ga nate, nate nigeya, ida tai i ewaiwai, nigeya 

e’etete. Aena gote mane nadigega be i unui ta ida waine nina sana welabana. Nate waine 

i nuanua ewaiwai nate waga tugu si buibuidadane. Si ewaena, si e’upwatootoolo si 

ewaedi si ewaedi ga si tube oya’a ina asaya.  

Si tubeoya’a ga esi tamana be sinana si doloma ga si sanasanaoya’a matasidia. Sitefour  

nidi si doloma tauna mamwanena, tamana be sinana mwanediao si sanasanaoya, ta 

tamana i gwae: “Ei, u lomanini, waine nate u ta be u sa! Nate mane enega waine u ewena 

ga u me’eme’e?” Enega i gwae: “Tauna nate i kabo ga gete to’umalina i ebwa’egu waine 

ya me’ena.” Aena gote i gaima nadigega, i gwae: “Lowa u wai ga igu asega u usegu ga u 

me’eguya imu asaya bada tuga ta miami.” I lagaena ga tuga ma’iana. Ta tai nina abo i 

toluguya iabe boiboiya i loapwesama geyanuana. Ta waine bada, tuga ana nuamwai. Ta 

tasinana lowa ebweu i nuganinaya ebweu tasina i aina ga i nuganinama, tasinana 

manuna nuana i nuanuamwau. Enega mana Gagasa nina eguma i etolugu mitawaya be i 

mamai tugu i ununamo mwanena. Nigeya aena ma’iana si mialuwa, nigeya ma’iana si 

enoluwa, nate tuga ina ebemiya dumadumana ta Gagasa tuga sai awabesobeso namo. 

Enega ebweu waine i nuanuamwau tasinana manuna.  

Eee, enega ebweu tuta matasinana si le’oasa kabokabo. Si le’oasa kabokabo ga si 

eno’eno ta sinadina mamwanena nate be tamadia Gagasa nina niaena si etolugu ga i 

tauya. Sinadia be tamadia si tauya wate mitawaya ta manatudina si tauya, Amayaba 

ma’edia si tauya, ta nada matasina siteluwa waine nina. Si miamiana ga i gumwalaya, 

tuga gote idi yakwaiye nigeya mwalatoninamo, mwao si tauya. Ni’atu si tauya sinadia 

ena, idi asaya. Ta bada asa daisina. Ta enega nada egamu si ta ga mitawaya ni’atu si 

adadana ta adi lotona ni’atu nigeya bobo’ana. Sai, Amayaba wate ana lotona nigeya 

bobo’ana, mwanena ni’atu negeya i tauya. Si apwesama, asa kakae. Si pilitue anuaya, 

nigeya. Si dolo le’awaya, si ebesa, nigeya. Si nao gote mitawaya si bwau, nigeya. Ni’atu 

si ta idi asaya. Enega ni’atu Amayaba nuana i mwau, mwanena manuna. Ga nigeya i da 
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‘ai. Tuga i nuanuamwau asiata ebweuna ebweuna. Ta Gagasa nate i ona “Tua nada! 

Yabweya geyanuagu! Manuna ya ta ga waine bobo’ana tumada oyo lowa u ta ga waine 

ga u me’ena, ta yabweya ya tautauya ga to’umalina ya yaina ga ya me’ena, enega 

geyanuagu, tua nada!” Tauna gote geyanuana ta Amayaba mwanena manuna i 

e’ate’uya’uya. Enega si miamiana eee, ga si miamwamwasa.  

Neda bubune kalakea sopile! Soisopile ga ... Maikeli debanaya.  
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Amayaba and Gagasa 

Once a couple had two sons. One was called Gagasa (Show-off), the other was called 

Amayaba (Respect). One morning, Amayaba packed his fishing gear and paddled out to 

the small islands. As he arrived at the island of Kaluwana he saw a huge heron, as big as 

a house, who was sitting in the sun warming himself up. Amayaba went ashore and the 

bird asked him: “Hey, cross cousin, where are you off to?” He replied: “Ah, I am just 

paddling around. The nice calm day has tempted me and I just paddle around.” The bird 

said: “Yes, that’s fine. If you go on this direction you will find something nice. On one of 

the islands.”  

Then he went across to the island of Aneya. When he went ashore, a giant crab was lying 

on the beach, enjoying the sunlight. When the crab saw him, it called out: “Hey, cross 

cousin, where are you off to?” He replied: “Oh no, I was attracted by the low tide and the 

calm day and so I just paddle around for nothing.” The crab said: “Yes, that’s fine. But if 

you go further to that island over there you will meet an old woman. And if she demands 

something you must obey.” Amayaba answered: “All right.” Then he took off and after a 

long time he reached the island of Sawa’una.  

When he arrived the old woman was in her garden. He pulled up the canoe and waded 

ashore, looking out for her. She was walking home from the garden and he could see her 

at the point of the island. So the young man rushed to meet the old woman—his manners 

were like his name. When he finally reached her on the path he said: “Grandmother, let 

me carry your basket!” So he took her basket onto his shoulder and said: “Let me also 

carry your firewood!” He carried them to her hamlet. When they arrived he put the 

burdens down and offered: “Grandmother, let me cook our food!” She said: “You may 

cook then.” So he sat down, took his knife and quickly peeled the vegetables. He half 

cooked them then poured coconut cream on top, and left them to cook fully. The old 

woman came along and said: “My grandson, go and sweep the hamlet!” The young man 

did what she said and swept the place clean.  

After he finished sweeping the old woman said: “My grandson, come and heat up water 

and help me to wash!” The young man did exactly what she wanted: he boiled some 

water, went and washed himself, then carried her over and helped her to wash and to dry 

herself, then carried her back to her sitting place. When he sat her down she said: “My 

grandson, dish out our food so that we can eat.” So he dished out the food and they sat 

down at the table. When they were seated she announced: “Let us eat first and tell stories 

afterwards.” 

The young man agreed and after they finished eating they started to talk. She said: “When 

your food is finished you go over there and climb that coconut palm with the green nuts 

on it. Go up to the sprouting bud, and in the middle you will find some old coconuts. Pick 

the one that grows in the middle and climb down. Do not throw the coconut down but 

carry it with you.” So he said: “All right”. 
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Amayaba finished his meal and climbed the coconut palm. He got the correct coconut out 

of the middle of old coconuts right in the middle of the fresh bud. He carried it down and 

asked: “Grandmother, where shall I put it?” She replied: “Take it and put it into your 

canoe. Put it in the back and than paddle off. Just go, and when you hear an explosion do 

not turn around. Not the first time, not the second time, but the third time you can turn 

around and look. He said: “That will be done.” 

He took off and paddled for a long time until something exploded behind him. However, 

he did not turn around. As he paddled on there was a second explosion behind him, but 

he did not turn around. He paddled on and when the green coconut exploded for the third 

time he turned around and looked. He saw a woman, so beautiful and gorgeous that 

words can’t tell. So he looked at her and became very happy and said: “Oh yes, I have 

found my wife.” He put his paddle down, lifted the woman up and made her sit in the 

front of the canoe. Then he paddled until they arrived at his home beach.  

When they arrived on the beach, his parents and his brother Gagasa came running down. 

When they saw them his brother asked: “From where did you bring this woman?”23. But 

he would not tell24. His manners were just like his name (full of respect). He only said: 

“Well, when I was out I met an old lady and she gave me one of her daughters.” Upon 

hearing this, his brother Gagasa boasted: “Ah, is that so? Then I will go tomorrow and get 

myself a wife like yours. I will take her and bring her here. Ihh, this woman is truly 

pretty. Tomorrow it is my turn and I will take and bring my wife home, too!  

So the next morning Gagasa set off. He took his canoe, put inside his fishing gear and 

paddle, pushed the boat into the sea and paddled off. He paddled fast and reached the 

island of Kaluwana. As he reached the shore, the huge heron was enjoying the morning 

sun. The bird called: “Hello, cross cousin, what are you up to this morning?” “Shut up, 

will you! Who wants you anyway?” His name was like his manners (no respect). “Who 

wants you? With your ugly long beak and legs, I don’t want you to call me from the 

beach. Shut up!” “Then go,” said the bird. So he paddled away and went on until he 

reached the island of Aneya.  

At Aneya he disembarked and when he looked around he saw the giant crab, bathing in 

the sun. The crab greeted him: “Hello, cross cousin, where are you going today?” “Shut 

up, will you! I have said it already once today. I do not want people to called me. You are 

so ugly, your back and claws are so wide! I do not want to see your ugliness any longer! 

That’s it.” “Then go,” said the crab. He paddled away and after a time he too arrived at 

the island of Sawa’una.  

                                                                 
23 From “Mwao enega waine u ewena?” (lit. From where did you take this female thing?) 
24 In her translation Kuehling (1998: 334) notes here that Amayaba gives vague details because to 

completely describe his adventure would reveal that his new wife is evidently the daughter of a witch.  
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He pulled his canoe up on Sawa’una and then took a look around. He soon discovered the 

old woman, who had just finished her gardening work and was carrying her basket on her 

head as she walked home, carrying firewood too. He saw her but he did not offer to help 

her. His manners were like his name. He just stood there, waiting for her to come closer, 

watching as she carried her burden along the path. When she reached him she said: “My 

grandson, carry my basket and my firewood back to the house!” “Ha! I didn’t come here 

to carry baskets or firewood. I didn’t come to help you at all! I came just to get my 

wife25! I came for my woman. Do you understand?” The old woman replied: “Yes, I do.” 

So they walked to her hamlet. She put down her burden and regained her breath, then she 

said: “My grandson, prepare our dinner while I have a rest.” “Enough!” I said I didn’t 

come to work but to get my wife!” So she said: “I see.” But after refusing so rudely he 

finally did the work for her and prepared the food. When it was cooked she called him: 

“My grandson! Come here and prepare some hot water for me to wash!” As before, he 

replied harshly: “Ha, I told you, I didn’t come here to heat up water, I came to get my 

wife!” But again, he finally prepared her bath, carried her over and helped her to wash. 

He rubbed her dry and carried her back and she said: “My grandson, come and dish out 

our food so that we can eat first and have a talk afterwards.”  

He came with the food and dished it out and they sat down at the table and ate. She said: 

“Now we eat and when we have finished you go over there and climb this coconut tree 

over there. And next to that old coconut up there next to the middle budding branch 

which is almost ripe, one of the ripe coconuts you shall pick and bring down.” He said: 

“All right.” They ate and he did not even finish his food before he got up and climbed the 

palm tree. “I go over there and grab the coconut. For my wife”.  

So he climbed up and took the one that the old woman had told him to pick, the ripe one. 

When he brought it down he asked: “Grandmother, where shall I put it?” She replied: 

“Put it into your canoe and go.” He put the coconut into his canoe and took his paddle, 

pushed the boat into the sea and set off. While he was setting into the canoe, the old 

woman said: “Paddle away but do not turn around when the coconut explodes for the first 

and second time. Turn round and look when it exploded for the third time.” 

He said: “Fine.” And he left. He paddled for a long while until finally the coconut 

exploded for the first time. But he did not turn around. He paddled on and on, and when 

he heard the second explosion he turned around. He did not wait for the third explosion. 

When he turned around he saw the fattest, biggest old woman, with white hair and 

incredibly ugly. Her eyes were infected and full of pus; in short: she looked disgusting. 

As he looked at her he became very angry. “Jump out! he shouted, “jump out!”. And 

again he yelled: “You jump out, will you! I don’t want to see you any longer!” 

                                                                 
25 From Mwanegu manuna (lit. “my wife because”).  
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The woman became angry, too, and they started fighting with the paddles. They were 

fighting so fiercely that the canoe capsized and turned upside down. Both lost their 

strength and it looked as if both would drown. He yelled: “I am dying, I don’t want to! 

Damn it, you are a disgusting woman, a real witch!” He was losing strength while trying 

to turn the canoe over, but he did not succeed. She thought she’d wait unless he killed 

her. But this woman was a powerful witch, and when she felt he was weak she turned the 

canoe over. And they started fighting again, standing in the canoe, and they did not stop 

fighting until they reached his beach and both swam ashore.  

As they arrived his parents and his brother with his wife came down to the beach. His 

father said: “Hey, come up and show us your wife. Is this the woman you went to get?” 

He replied: “The old woman has deceived me and given me this terrible woman.” He 

tried to chase her away again but she said: “You came to pick me up from my hamlet and 

you brought me here, so we have to stay together.” She went up to the hamlet and just 

stayed with him.  

But this man never went to the garden with her, never returned to the village at night. He 

did not want her and the woman just stayed sad and alone in the hamlet. But her sister, 

the one who had come before her, sympathised with her. When Gagasa came back from 

the bush he used to hit her all the time. They never sat together, they did not sleep 

together, both had their separate sleeping places and Gagasa kept on scolding her as well. 

So the other woman felt sorry for her abused sister.  

One day both sisters pretended to be sick. They said that they were sick and would stay at 

home sleeping while the parents, Gagasa, and Amayaba went out together. The two 

sisters waited and when all was quiet the went away for good and nobody saw them. 

They went home to their mother, to their own hamlet. And they left their husbands’ 

hamlet empty. Those people who were in the bush felt unsettled and had uneasy feelings. 

And Amayaba should have had bad feelings as his beloved wife left him, too. They 

arrived in the hamlet, nobody there. They looked inside the houses, but nobody. They 

went down to the beach, searching, but nothing. They called into the bush, no answer. So 

Amayaba became very sad for his wife who had left him. He did not feel like eating and 

just felt sad one day after the other. Gagasa said: “Never mind! I did not want her 

anyway. I went for a beautiful woman like the one you brought (what a lovely person!) 

but I got this ugly, bad one. So never mind, I had enough!” But Amayaba remained very 

sad because of his lost wife. So they stayed until they all died. 

The little lice are jumping, jumping over to … Michael. 
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Appendix B: Glossary of Dobuan Terms 

Dobu English 

alamai’ita self-discipline, self-control  

alawata big/wealthy/prestigious woman 

ale character, name, fame, basic reasoning, 

roots of a tree  

amayaba respect 

aiyai spouse 

bagi “necklace” kula valuable 

emwasala tubudao moral story 

gagasa pride, or arrogance 

guinuwa work (with no social value) 

miaboda groom service 

maisa repayment 

muli kula partner 

mwali “arm shell” kula valuable 

oboboma generosity, love,  

ona’une kula talk 

paisewa work (with social value) 

paisewa i loiloina “work sets the law” 

pegita grief gift 

sagali major mortuary feast 

sola “inside” 

susu matrilineage, breast, breastmilk  

tai esa’esa big/wealthy/prestigious man 

tetela history  

tomota person  

toni asa hamlet owner 

‘une “Big Gifts”: yams, kula valuables, pigs 

welabana witch 

welabana gaula non-human witch 

 


